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Tigers Seeking Success
The new Academic Success Center will teach students how to improve their educational experience.
The Academic Success Center
(ASC) provides students with a
variety of academic support programs
Clemson University gained an including Supplemental Instruction/
invaluable asset in the spring of 2012 Peer Assisted Study Sessions, tutoring,
with the opening of the new Academic workshops,
academic
coaching
Success Center building from the Class and academic counseling. Through
of 1956. The new building, strategically these services, the ASC had nearly
positioned behind the library in the ' 50,000 contact hours with students
academic heart of campus, will provide in the* past year and is only expected
a home base for one of the largest to increase with the addition of the
Supplemental Instruction programs in new building.
the world, along with a wide variety
Supplemental Instruction (SI)
of other free academic programs and and a similar program, Peer Assisted
services for Clemson University students. Study Sessions, provide organized study
The Academic Success Center sessions three times a week for students
took a year and a half to build and is in traditionally challenging courses. The
approximately 35,000 square feet. The sessions are interactive, voluntary, and
$12.5 million space shows the value the led by a trained peer who has previously
university places on academic excellence. excelled in the course. Supplemental
A quarter of^ the construction Instruction is very popular; during the
cost was raised as part of the golden 2011-2012 academic year, over 35,000
anniversary project of the graduating visits were made to SI sessions. Students
class of 1956.
who regularly attend the sessions
The center is made up of significandy outperform the students
technologically forward study and who do not attend. The classrooms in
group project meeting rooms, tutoring the ASC building will allow SI sessions
rooms, classrooms and administrative to be held during the day, in addition
offices. The building also houses to the evening hours currendy offered.
Student Disability Services and the
see CENTER page A6
Writing Center.
MARY KATE MORROW
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STAFF WRITER
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The new Academic Success Center is now available to all students.

Obama Against High
Student Loan Interest

Remembering
Fellow Tigers

Upcoming legislation may affect student finances.

Students plan to build interfaith chapel,

KRISTEN BENDER

BEN HINES

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

President Obama visited three
college campuses Tuesday, April 24,
and Wednesday, April 25, to address
national college debt and federal
student loan interest rates'. In quick
succession, the President visited
the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, the University
of Colorado at Boulder and the
University of Iowa, each of which
resides in a swing-state for the
upcoming presidential election.
President Obama's focus on the
issue was specifically regarding the
need for congressional action to keep
the interest rate on student loans

Clemson University is one of
only two schools in the ACC that
does not have a Student Chapel
on campus. Many students feel
that the university should have a
place to hold memorial services for
Clemson students that have passed
away. This is where the Student
Memorial Project Committee
begins.
. While most student memorials
are held atTillman Hall, this group
of students feels there needs to be
a more specific structure for these
services to take place. They have
developed a goal and are planning
to build a student memorial
garden as well as an, "all-faiths"

see OBAMA page A2
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chapel on campus. "The purpose
of the space is really a place for
mourning, meditation, prayer
and reflection," said Kathleen
McKissack, a rising senior and one
of the students spearheading the
project. "The Student Memorial
Garden will provide another
source of reflection, but with the
particular purpose of remembering
students whom we've lost prior to
graduation. Integral to the garden
will be a memorial wall with a
list of names of all those passed
Tigers," McKissack said.
Even though the chapel is still
in the beginning stages of planning,
the student committee has been
in contact with President Barker,
see CHAPEL page A6
please recycle THE TIGER
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Green innovation
behind Lee III
New eco-friendly building encourages collaboration.
MARY KATE MORROW
STAFF WRITER

Today,
Friday,
April
13,
marks not only the dedication of
an architectural masterpiece on
campus, but also the celebration of
a bridge between Clemson students
and professional architects.
South Carolina is one of the
only states to have a single chapter
of Architects of the State of South
Carolina, and Clemson University
is the only school in South Carolina
that has an architecture program.
This allows Clemson students and
practicing architects to have a strong
bond -- one of the things that

•
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today's dedication is celebrating.
The dedication will begin with
student led tours of the renovations
and the hew Lee Hall addition
at 9 a.m., the official dedication
ceremony will begin at 11:30 a.m.,
and a lecture by Thomas Phifer,
the design architect for the project,
will take place in the Brooks Center
at 1:30 p.m. Not only are all of
the events open to students, but
students are encouraged to attend
and see the culmination of a three
year, $31 million project on campus.
Although the building has
been a fully-functioning learning
space since January, the dedication
has been pushed until now for a
special reason. Members of the
Architects of the State of South
Carolina will be in attendance and
hold their semi-annual architectural
conference in the new building at
the conclusion of the dedication

ceremony.
Alumni
from
the
school of design and building will
also be in attendance, as well as
current faculty and students. The
celebration will draw hundreds of
visitors to campus. John Jacques,
professor emeritus of the Clemson
School of Architecture, as well as
the project design facilitator, stated
that the dedication is truly "for
the students" as a place to further
enhance and display their learning.
Construction
included
renovations inside the already
existing Lee Hall and an additional
building that is connected to the
original structure and referred
to as Lee III. Sustainability was
at the forefront of the design in
Lee III and, through five major
components, will soon reach the
goal of being a zero-net energy
building.
This means at the end of the
calendar year all operational costs
will cancel out, and there will
be zero operational costs for the
building to the university.
The components that work
to achieve this high level of
sustainability are geothermal wells
that contribute to hearing and
cooling through radiant flooring,
natural ventilation, full day lighting
through windows and skylights
and a green roof, which insulates
and protects the structure. The
grandeur of Lee Hall can only truly
be understood by a visit inside the
structure. Mr. Phifer set out to
create a space that fostered learning
through openness and collaboration.

The building is an open-studio
environment with workspaces that
allow idea sharing between students,
teachers and different disciplines
housed within the structure
collaboration skills that students
will take into the professional field
after graduation.
Lee Hall has been ahead of its
time since the beginning. When
originally constructed in
the
late 1950s, Harlan McClure, the
architect and dean at the time,
implemented collaborative spaces
and a self-ventilating structure to
cut costs. Many of the features in
Lee III were inspired by the original
structure and 1970s addition.
Many people may be unaware,
but the original Lee Hall holds a
prestigious honor. It is the first
modern building in the state of
South Carolina to be named to
the National Register of Historic
Buildings.
The expansion was much
needed, as the college now currently
houses roughly a thousand students
— students who played a large role
in the expansion. Current students
served on the Building Committee
and designed the workstation
furniture, which was brought to life
with help from the staff,
The completion of Lee Hall was
accomplished with help from Mr.
Phifer and Partners Architects based
in New York City, McMillan Pazdan
Smith, who are locally based, and
Holder Construction from Atlanta,
along with numerous other staff
members and professionals.

This article was originally run on April 13 in Volume 106 Issue 11 of The Tiger
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from doubling on July 1, 2012.
Currently, recipients of federal
student loans total more than 7.4
million students. Each of these
students' loan interest rates will
double beginning in July unless
Congress takes legislative action to
keep the rate frozen at 3.4 percent.
In 2007, a bipartisan effort in
Congress resulted in the federal
student loan rate at the time being
cut in half. However, this interest
rate cut expires on July 1, meaning
the interest rate on federal student
loans will double overnight,
from 3.4 percent to 6.8 percent,
unless Congress passes legislation
to prevent it from happening.
For each year that a 6.8 percent
interest rate remains, the average
college student with federal loans
will take on an additional $1,000
of debt. "That's basically a tax hike
for more than 7 million students
across America," said President
Obama in his Tuesday address at

Chapel Hill.
Immediately following his
Chapel Hill appearance, President
Obama hosted an on-the-record
conference call with student
journalists "to discuss the need
for Congress to prevent student
interest rates from doubling." En
route to Colorado aboard Air Force
One, President Obama made a
T>rief opening statement regarding
the issue.
He placed special emphasis
on the importance of higher
education on several areas: the
economy, the sustainability of a
healthy middle class and the future
■ of the nation. To allow the interest
rate on federal student loans to
increase on July 1 would be, in the
words of the President, "cutting
our future off at the knees."

Available to answer questions
following the opening remarks
were Cecilia Munoz, Assistant
to the President and Director
of the White Hpuse Domestic
Policy Council, and Roberto
Rodriguez, Special Assistant to the
President for Education Policy of
the White House Domestic Policy
Council. In response to a question
regarding the increasing costs of
public universities that also add
to student debt, Munoz assured
the conference attendees that the
Obama administration would be
"using the pressure of the bully
pulpit and relationships with the
states to bring costs down." This
action would be in addition to the
efforts taken to keep the interest rate
at 3.4 percent. Munoz emphasized
that the administration's work
to keep the rate at a minimum
are completely viable in the
polarized Congress. She reiterated
the President's mention of the
hashtag "#DontDoubleMyRate,"
which the administration requests
be used by students on Twitter,
Facebook and Google+.
Many House Republicans are
in firm opposition to sustaining
the lower interest rate, touting
its $6 billion annual expense as
justification. However, former
Massachusetts
governor Mitt
Romney, political opponent in
the upcoming presidential race,
recently announced his opinion
on the matter. Agreeing with
President Obama, he asserted
that the interest rates on student
federal loans should remain at
3.4 percent; a platform that .many
political spectators claim has taken
much wind out of the sails of
President Obama's efforts on this
front. July will reveal Congress's
decision and its impact on
college students.
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The open floor plan in Lee III was designed to foster collaboration amongst students.
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ARTICLE BY: KATHERINE LALLA, STAFF WRITER
Bowman Field welcomes you to campus when
you come to Clemson, but few are aware of how this
grassy green spot originated. Known today as a place
for playing games such as Ultimate Frisbee, soccer and
volleyball, Bowman served as the site for Clemson's first
home football game in 1898, when Clemson defeated
Bingham Military School.
The field was named after Professor and Coach
Randolph T.V. Bowman, who served as Clemson's first
baseball coach in 1896 and again in 1898 (Clemson
did not have a football team in 1897). He also served
as a chief referee and coach for the baseball team in
1897; the team-was considered "state champions" that
season. Soon after, R. T. V. Bowman passed away in
April of 1899. After Bowman's passing, the field was
named and dedicated in his honor. Coach John W.
Heisman, famous for the Heisman Trophy Award which
was named in his honor, led Clemson's football team to
an undefeated season in 1900. Bowman served as their
home field. Although national college football rankings
did not yet exist, Clemson was one of seven undefeated
teams nationwide that year.
Clemson hosted their football season opener on
October 5, 1901, at Bowman Field. The final score was
122-0 against Guilford.

.

.

In 1905> Bowman became the site for the track
team's meets with the introduction of coach Fred
Harvey Hall Calhoun. In 1912, basketball joined the
list of sporting events held on the field with a one-game
season, which resulted in Wofford's defeat, 56-13.
By fall of 1915, Clemson was more involved in
football, and moved their home games from Bowman
Field to the newly completed Riggs Stadium. Here they
were able to play in a classic stadium at home, and the
seating capacity was much larger.
Since Clemson was a military school at the time, the
field was often used for drilling practices, marches and
as a gathering ground.
Clemson held its first Mother's Day event for
the cadets and their mothers on May 9, 1926. The
regimental band held a concert on Bowman following
the service. This commemoration continued for more
than twenty-five years.
Senior Day, a former Clemson tradition, involved
members of the senior class having the day off before
finals. In 1949, the seniors got a bit carried away; they
broke into the motor pull and drag-raced the tractors
and bulldozers across the field. Three years later,
Senior Day officially ended, but it took years for the
shenanigans to die down.

m

"Tom and Jerry," the cannons that are now mounted
near the top of the field, resurfaced from storage in
1951. One is an 1842 Ames cannon, and the other is an
Alger 1861 cannon. Only 62 Ames cannons were ever
made. With the financial contribution of John D. Jones
Sr., they were mounted at the top of Bowman Field,
taking the place of a World War II monument that
was a gift from the Class of 1926. This monument was
donated to the scrap metal drive in 1942.
A sign that read "Welcome Coeds" adorned Bowman
Field on January 30, 1955, with the beginning of the
spring semester. Bowman" served as a welcoming ground
for the women recently admitted to the university.
Now regarded as "sacred soil," Bowman is the home
of the Bowman Block Party, which takes place move-in
weekend each year, as well as Tiger Prowl, the student
organization fair that is held each fall.
During homecoming, floats built by student
organizations line the field, while student volunteers
for Habit for Humanity build a home for a local family.
Fraternities and sororities also host events on the field
each year.
During the spring, it is filled with students lounging
on towels and in hammocks, while others toss a frisbee
or kick around a soccer ball.
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Spreading the Wealth of Knowledge
Post graduate program offers the opportunity for students from all majors to teach across the nation.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

H
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Teach for America (TFA) is a program
that recruits high achieving individuals from all
backgrounds, usually as college graduates. TFA is
movement that is growing nationally as well as on
campus and is receiving more applications each
year. This year, they received 173 applications
from Clemson students who hold leadership
positions ranging from fraternity and sorority
presidents to student government leaders. The
Clemson branch of Teach for America is still
waiting for students to confirm their offers.
Last year, there was an 11 percent nationwide
acceptance rate for the program. TFA looks for
students with leadership experience and who are
willing to go the extra mile. "The students that
attend these schools definitely need great teachers
to put them on the path to college. The teachers
we place in front of them need to be tremendous
leaders and refuse to give never give up," said Eric
Giles, a recruitment manager for TFA.
The program places students in low income
schools across the nation. There are 46 regions
where students can teach for two or three years.
Program participants are employed by the school
district and are paid a typical first year teacher's
salary. Participants also receive an education
award of $5,000 from AmeriCorps that can

go towards paying student loans or be used
to further their education. If the participants
complete three years rather than the minimum
requirement of two, they are certified to teach
at the conclusion. Students from all majors are
encouraged to apply. After completing their
teaching time, participants typically go on to
graduate school, enter into the workforce or
continue teaching. "TFA gives participants the
opportunity to do something that they won't be
able to do again. The business world isn't going
anywhere," Giles said.
Students can apply for TFA the summer
before their senior year of college. The application
process begins with an application that serves as
a letter of intent, explaining why the applicant
would like to be a part of TFA, followed by
a phone interview and concludes with a cross
between a group and personal interview, which
usually involves a sample teaching. The applicant
finds out approximately eight weeks later. "The
number one thing we look for in an applicant
is leadership, so you want to be competitive for
TFA get good grades, and then find ways to be
able to get involved with leadership positions to
be able to cultivate those leadership abilities,"
Giles said.
Coco Ellis, a marketing student graduating in
May, will be teaching in Charlotte for TFA this
coming year.

Tiger News: What made you decide to do Teach
for America?
Coco Ellis: I always knew I wanted to take time
after graduation to do something that touched
my heart. I did not want to go right into the
workforce. I have always loved kids and thought
that through TFA, I could make an impact on the
younger generation.
TIN: Did you have a preferred age and location
for teaching?
Coco: Middle school was my top choice; I
feel like that's the age you can have the most
impact on the kids, and I'm ready to take on the
challenges it might present. TFA has you rank
where you would like to go in a Top 10 sort of
deal, and it can take you all the way from Hawaii
to New York. I am happy to be in Charlotte since
I still will be relatively close to Clemson.

make our transition as easy as possible. You
can basically be any major; they really look for
leaders. It is about can you get the students to
pay attention to you, can you garner their respect,
and that's why you can take leaders with a base
set of skills.
We spend the summer living at the University of
Tulsa and basically complete a teacher boot camp,
which we call Institute, to teach us how to be a
teacher. With TFA, you're in these tough schools,
but not only do you have the schools support, but
you have the TFA support system. They set you
up with a mentor to help you make sure your first
year is successful as possible.
TIN: Do you have any advice to students who
are interested in TFA?

TIN: Since you are not an education major,
is there any part of you that is nervous
about teaching?

Coco: If this is something you want to do, it's
tough, and you should start thinking about it
as soon as possible. A lot of people at Clemson
have no idea what it is, and we are hoping to
make students more aware so they can start
planning by getting good grades and taking on
leadership roles.

Coco: TFA is like a family, and the people in
it are so incredibly passionate about what they
are doing, it makes me excited to be a part of
the movement across the country. They try to

If you would like more information about
Teach for America, contact Eric Giles at
eric.giles@teachforamerica.org or visit the website
at www.teachforamerica.org.

TEACHFORAMERICA

PROPERTY OF AMERICORPS.
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Sun and Fun on Campus Beach
Clemson's best kept secret, Campus Beach provides a relaxing getaway for students.

1

ADDISON RIDGEWAY
STAFF WRITER

What's Campus Beach? Many
Clemson students do not know that
there is a beach on Clemson's property.
Formerly known as the YMCA Beach,
Campus Beach (CU Beach) is located
1.6 miles from Bowman Field and
provides a nice escape from the
craziness of campus. The facilifies at
CU Beach offer a great alternative
to the often- crowded Bowman
and intramural fields for activities,
such as a pick-up game of ultimate
Frisbee or soccer.
A major misconception about CU
beach is that it is owned by the YMCA
and is called Y Beach. The YMCA
leased the land from Clemson for
many years, but the land is Clemson's
property. Students have complete
access to everything CU Beach
has to offer.

I
I
I

If you are itching to play disc golf,
and it is not 10 p.m., head out to CU
Beach and play the course with no risk
of hitting a fellow student walking
to class or your professor's car. On a
day that you need to relax, head over
toward the beach area to take a dip in
the lake and work on your tan.
The Clemson Outdoor Recreation
and Education (C.O.R.E.) office is
also located at CU Beach. Here you
can rent tents, sleeping bags, backpacks
and different types of camping gear for
a weekend of adventures at reasonable
prices. You can also rent kayaks
and canoes.
These rentals are free to students
during the CORE office hours. When
you need a break from studying, you
can rent a kayak to paddle around the
lake for a while and relax. ■
Through the years, Campus Beach
has been the site for many great events.
During the '70s and '80s, it was the

site of the Bengal Ball. Campus Beach
has also hosted several concerts. With
lake access, you can ride your boat up
to CU beach, and sit out on the lake
and listen to the music.
The Paddle Sports Festival event
will be held on April 21 until 22 at
Campus Beach. There will be vendors
with boats for students to demo for
free on Lake Hartwell. You can use
kayaks, canoes and paddleboards.
They will offer classes for beginners
to learn the basics of paddling in the
boats. Additionally, there will be food,
live entertainment and giveaways.
This event is free for students,
faculty and staff and will be a
great opportunity to experience
Campus Beach.
For more information about this
event or Campus Beach in general,
visit http://www.clemson.edu/campuslife/campus-recreation/cubeach/ and
like us on Facebook at CUBeach.

One of the many swimming areas at Campus Beach.

-

Lake Hartwell's serene atmosphere gives students the chance to canoe, kayak and swim.

Volleyball is one of the many activities available at campus bea

A lifeguard stand overlooks Lake Hartwell.
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as well as the development office
and seems to feel very optimistic
about the future prospect of this
project. According to McKissack,
the project has full support from
President Barker.
There is currently no specific
time frame for the project, but
the committee feels this is a
crucial year for the development
of this memorial. "We are looking
at a cost between $3.5 and $4.5
million," McKissack said. There has
already been $120,000 raised solely
from student initiatives, and the
students hope to secure funding
from Clemson Alumni, as well
as student fundraising programs.
Each fall, there is an annual 5K
fundraising event held by Clemson
University Greek Life that brings in
a substantial donation for Student
Memorial funding. No funding is
allotted from the school budget.
The Chapel will potentially
hold 150-200 students and be
adjacent to a memorial garden

complete with a memorial wall with
names of students who have passed
before completing their degree at
Clemson. A creative inquiry has
been researching to find the names
of all the students. One goal of the
chapel is to have it open 24 hours
a day so that students will always
have access.
The leaders of this project feel
that one way to help the success
of All Faiths Chapel and Memorial
Garden project is to reach out
to students and hopefully gain
their support. The committee has
developed a program called [I]
Promise. "[I]Promise is the identity
of the Student Memorial Project,"
McKissack said.
The point of this idea is to
honor the promise of the students
who passed away before graduation.
"Remembering not only all that
they had accomplished, but all that
they were going to do.
This project is our promise
to those Tigers who we've lost,"
McKissack said. The committee will
be selling [IjPromise wristbands

CENTER from page Al
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Tutoring is offered for students in over
90 courses each semester, in four different
locations across campus, including the new
ASC building.
Tutoring allows students to ask questions
that might have been left unanswered from
class, go over material they did not feel that
they fully comprehended or simply practice
the material they learned.
Tutoring sessions are led by trained
student tutors, and schedules are posted
online at www.clemson.edu/asc at the
beginning of each semester.
If students need help with a course that
does not already have support.provided, they
can request tutoring. The Tutor Request
Policy is available on the ASC website.
Academic Skills Workshops vary in topic,
but all work to enhance the educational
experience of those who attend. The center
offers over 40 workshops each semester,
and during the 2011-12 academic year,
over 1,100 students attended workshops
each semester. Workshops are offered on
a variety of topics that provide techniques
and strategies to help students succeed at
Clemson. Topics include time management,
test anxiety, speed-reading, note-taking and
other learning strategies.
Academic coaching is personalized to
help students meet the academic goals that

♦ SUMMER ORIENTATION 2012 ♦ NEWS

with hopes to promote the project
to students.
The students chose to name
this project the Student Memorial
Project in order to encompass all
of the student body. "We are not
trying to bring a specific faith or
really faith at all. We aren't trying to
force religion on anyone," said Kate
Gasparro, a rising senior and civil
engineering major.
The committee is hoping to
meet the needs of everyone on
campus, a task that some see as
difficult, but the students leading
this project are prepared for the
challenge.
There is still much planning
and fundraising to be done, but the
students leading this initiative are
working hard.
Students have been surveyed,
and the committee desires their
input on the project. "We want
everyone on campus to know about
the project," McKissack said. For
more information on the project or
to make a donation, you can visit
www.cuchapel.org.

they have set. Coaching is on an individual
basis and allows the student to meet with
an academic coach weekly. Meetings help
students to determine their strengths,
enhance their organizational skills and
develop a plan so that they achieve their goals
each semester. Academic counseling provides
students with the opportunity to take the
Study Behavior Inventory and discuss the
results with an academic counselor in order
to learn how to improve their chances of
academic success.
An appointment to take the test is not
necessary, and it only takes approximately 15
minutes to finish. Students are encouraged
to take the test after the first round of testing
freshman year in order to create a plan for
first semester success.
Dr. Richardson, director of the Academic
Success Center since 2002, is proud to report
that students who use ASC services are
more likely to keep their South Carolina
Scholarships, return for their sophomore
year and graduate in a timely manner.
Whether you are an entering freshman
or about to be a senior, stop by the Academic
Success Center and learn how they can
improve your educational experience — for
free! A student who had the opportunity to
utilize the new center this past semester, had
the following comment for the class of 1956,
"Thank you for providing the services to
make every Clemson tiger successful."
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The Academic Success Center was officially dedicated on April 12 2012.
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Personals can be humorous at times.
It serves as a place to send personal
messages or thoughts.
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Race is an abstract concept. We cannot
touch it, hear it or see it — though I'm sure
there are different interpretations on the
matter. Often it's just another superficial
system of classification, a box of assorted
bubbles we fill in on standardized tests to
indicate scholarship eligibility or to help
researchers make suppositions about our
respective demographics.
Perhaps the idea was born out of
convenience, for lack of a better way to denote
physical similarities in such a genetically
diverse world. The United States in particular
is said to be a "melting pot," meant to represent
the amalgamation of ethnic backgrounds that
come together despite physical and cultural
differences. In theory, racial diversity in
a country like America is something to be
celebrated, and yet, in a world in which we
are all fundamentally equal, many think race
somehow divides us.
History can attest to this notion, and more
recently, matters of racism have emerged in
a variety of Internet ventures. If any of you
readers have been following The Hunger
Games casting controversy, you'll understand
the reference. For those of you sheltered from
the realm of pop culture, let us fill you in:
The Hunger Games is a young-adult novel
set in post-apocalyptic North America in
which every year a boy and a girl from each
of 12 districts must fight to the death in a
televised event called "The Hunger Games"
as punishment for past rebellion against
their totalitarian government. This popular
story seems to have transcended traditional
literary boundaries of age and gender
and was recently turned into an equally
popular movie.

As the author specified in the novel
and in interviews, two of the book's most
beloved characters are of African descent
— not necessarily African American since
America doesn't exist in this time period
and is instead the country of "Panem."
Nevertheless, the actors cast in those roles
were black. Following the premiere of the
highly anticipated adaptation, there was
an outpouring of shock, and even disgust
in some cases, as black actors were cast
as characters that some negligent readers
had previously assumed were white. One
person on Twitter even asserted it ruined
the movie. This tweet, among other more
colorful renditions, incited a frenzy of racial
slurs and related posts agonizing over casting
choices. Although this incident involved
only a small portion of a sizable audience,
it was nevertheless shocking by modern
progressive standards.
It's typical for a book-to-movie adaptation
to spur some negative criticism, especially
when the images Hollywood presents often
conflict with the range of images a book can
conjure in the minds of readers, but rarely
does one find disapproval when the movie
is true to the essence (and ethnicities) of the
novel.
This is what makes the Hunger Games
controversy so curious, and (inattentive
reading habits aside) much of it stems from
the vast and mysterious open forum that is
the Internet. Cases like this one demonstrate
that online anonymity can be a doubleedged sword, both a tool for positive yet
controversial social change and a mask
behind which people hide so as to spread
their hateful views without fear of reprisal.
This elusive, be-anyone-you-want quality
about the Internet is what gives people the
audacity to be so brazen with their words.
Words are powerful, and such power should

be wielded accordingly. Online, however,
all accountability is lost. Although racism
itself and other such prejudices originate
within the individual and his or her past
experiences, they are often spread via the
Web, where people know they can be more
aggressive without having to directly endure
the consequences of their intolerance.
Moreover, the longer a thread of
conversation runs, the more likely it is that
disagreements arise. Godwin's law, a witty
representation of this, states, "As an online
discussion grows longer, the probability
of a comparison involving Nazis or Hitler
approaches [100 percent]," regardless of
topic. Mike Godwin, the man behind the
pseudo-scientific law, was commenting on
the tendency for people to make superfluous
assumptions or comparisons in the heat of an
argument. Let's face it: few things compare
to the horrors of the Holocaust. Regardless
of the reliability of his observation, the truth
of the matter is that people do often say
irrational or immoral things when they're
sheltered by the secrecy of the Internet.
Some forums and websites have started
requiring users to login via Facebook before
they post anything as a means of more credible
identification, presumably in the hopes that
people will be civil in their discourse.
Likewise, the Internet isn't exclusively
corrupt. If anything, it's the greatest tool we
have in facilitating the spread of knowledge
and ideas. It provides us with an expansive
range of information, information that we
ideally use to factually reinforce our views of
the world. The Internet can be a place of great
collaboration and meaningful connections
across a far broader spectrum than one
could ever achieve outside the realm of
cyberspace. Despite its shortcomings, the
Internet can be a great catalyst for positive
social transformation.
What it all boils down to is responsibility.
We at The Tiger strongly encourage you and
all World Wide Web patrons to think about
what you say before you post something
online. They may just be words to us, but
other people may perceive our words as a
confirmation of the hate that still lingers
despite years of social progress. What some
consider a harmless attitude could very well
be offensive to othersT We cannot tell you
what to do, but we do suggest that you be
mindful of your criticisms and take others'
with a grain of salt. We all need to be more
wary about the manner in which we discuss
things online, especially with something as
ingrained in the American psyche as issues of
race and other sensitive topics. Perhaps, one
day, we as a culture can move past it.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Has the anonymity of the Internet
provided a positive or negative
environment for discussion?

Nathan Smith
"I think it provides
both, since people
who wouldn't
typically voice their
opinion have the
opportunity, yet
others can be
negative without
fear of punishment."

Cory Buckley

"I think it's
a positive
environment since
people can't be
persecuted for
their ideas."

Jesse Cysin
"It has provided
a negative
environment
because people can
say whatever they
would like to, even
if it is disrespectful
or hurtful, with no
consequences."

Rachel Hite

"Positive because
it gives people the
freedom to express
their real opinions
without fear of
consequences."

Jamie Ralston
"I would say
positive, as it
allows for people to
express their ideas
to a large audience
that they may never
have been able to
communicate with
otherwise."

Want to share your opinion?
Just select the QR code with
your smartphone or QR code
reader app to take you to The
Tiger Opinions' Facebook
page. Type your thoughts on
the issue this week and view
others' comments..
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Cl osure From the
Editor's Desk...

NICK ROTH

Columnist

A few months ago I said I wouldn't write the sappy
farewell article. But that was just to get you to read the
article at the time. How could I not write the sappy article?
I've been here for four years and contributed articles I
can't even remember now. They've ranged from chocolate
milk to sex to superpowers. But in the end, really, their
only merit is that there are a lot of them. And in that sense,
I think I deserve a proper farewell.
Through all the words 1 vomited on the page, I think
all I ever wanted was for something to resonate. Just
a tiny bit. I wanted the opportunity for my words to
leave my brain and linger in someone else's for brief
moments before resuming the monotony or excitement of
his or her life. And the real, wonderful part, just maybe,
make somebody laugh, grin, chuckle, smile, say "aw" or
"that's funny."
There's one moment that sticks in my head, and I don't
think I'll ever shake it. I had a teacher say, "20 years
from now, I won't remember any of your names, but I'll
remember everything you wrote." His point was that words
and stories somehow linger longer than other things. That
one thing, for me, will be the first article I wrote when I
was a sophomore.
It was a big moment for me because I wrote three fairly
mediocre articles prior to that, and it was time for me to
"step it up." My car had been towed, and it led me to one
of the most interesting people I've ever met, a man whose
name I'll keep private for his and his family's sake. It was
called "A Change in Perspective," if you'd like to go back
and read it. But to sum it up, I was pissed off that my car
got towed, and I had to go pick it up in the rain, and on the
way this man told me the tale of his daughter who went
to medical school and got married.- Then he showed me a
beautiful picture of his granddaughter and told me that the
little girl had cancer.
It rocked my world. I couldn't handle it. So I wrote
about it. And that's one thing I'll remember: the catharsis
of these few hundred words I had the privilege to write
every week.
That story haunted me so much that, for my last article,
I wanted to find this family and find out what happened
because I never did. 1 finally got a phone number and
shook as I dialed the line. The ring back tone was a country
song, and I waited to hear the voice on the other end, a
voice that I could faintly remember. And then I heard the
voice but not the one I wanted — "please leave a message
after the beep." 1 didn't know how to leave that kind of
message, and I think there were too many "sorries" and
"I know this is personals." I never heard back. I never got
the closure. But I think that's important and maybe good.
I'm not sure how I would have handled the news, good
or bad. I probably would have cried either way. I'm not
sure if I could have written about it, had I known how that
narrative ended.
What I've learned is that we have this intense desire for
closure as we leave a place. I'll take long drives through
downtown, past the baseball field, over the bridge and
come back around just to "take it all in." It feels like what
I'm supposed to do — digest these things before I can't
anymore. But the truth is, we don't get that closure. We get
brief moments, snapshots, memories and people that come
in and out of our lives, and if we're lucky, they change us
a little bit. And that's what I want to end with. I want to
thank every single person that has come in and out of my
life over the past four years. I've cherished every minute
even if I've taken them for granted.
Goodnight Neverland.
NICK ROTH is a former student who majored in English. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.

KATELYN WROBEL

Editor-in-Chief
The next chapter of your life has arrived. You have
your high school degree, acceptance to one of the best
universities in the world (not that I'm biased) and 18 or so
years of life experience and upbringing from Mom and Dad.
So, what does that mean for your next chapter in life? A lot
and absolutely nothing all at the same time.
Your last 18 or so years have been pretty well planned
out for you. You've had classes and teachers with education
standards to adhere to. You've had rules and chores,
someone to do your laundry and a magical pantry that
always seemed to be full of snacks for your cravings. Your
teachers have been super helpful, some even spoon feeding
you, making high school a time of play and fun. All these
things have shaped you, helped you grow and made you the
person you are today: an 18-year-old college student with a
few goals, a little bit of money and a huge desire to be free
and have fun. This first chapter of your life probably means
a lot to you, and that's ok. You'll forever have those years
to look back on and laugh about. And trust me, many of
tribulations that you thought were life ending will be pretty
damn funny in about four years.
What does all this mean now? As someone starting their
senior year, I believe it means that it is all up to you now. In
August, you'll move in to your own "home," have classes
that you can choose to attend, get professors who may not
give two craps if you pass your first test or even their class,
quickly realize that the glory of an all-you-can-eat Harcomb

0*0

SAVANNAH MOZINGO

Assistant Timeout Editor
Nearly each and every day, tour groups tromp across
our campus in droves. These clusters of boys and girls
are easy to spot — gangly and gaping, escorted by
at least one parent. But then, why shouldn't they be?
Gaping that is. Here they are, on a beauteous campus
and, if we're unlucky enough, caught up in class
exchange traffic with more students swarming by than
their whole high school put together. It looks perfect,
and for some, it is. However, the longer I've been a
Tiger, the more I've begun to despair my fellow ladies.
We are beautiful, smart and have the chance to make an
impact with our careers. Unfortunately, I'm hearing less
"I can't wait to make a difference" and more "I just want
to get married."
This is not to bash the institution of matrimony, but
there's a prevalent issue with women treating marriage
as an item to be actively pursued and checked off their
life list instead of allowing it to happen on. its own.
Especially down here in the South, tradition is becoming
an expectation. Why does someone worry so much about
fulfilling an expectation, finding something they don't
have instead of experiencing the fullness of the joy they
do have?
For some, it's all they've ever known. A majority
of students likely grew up with a stay-at-home parent,
usually their mother — a cultural norm. Seeing these

and Schiletter wears away quickly (but money will keep
you eating Ramen because mom and dad will occasionally
check your bank account and see multiple ATM visits for
an occasional $20. YES they CAN do that) and you'll learn
that folding a fitted sheet is a million times harder than the
SAT. You'll find that college is a glorious time in your life.
Your beliefs will be challenged; you'll be forced to figure
out who you are. It will be up to you to make your college
years everything you dreamed they would be.
So, what will you do? Who will you be? How will you
determine your friends? What will the next four or more
years be for you? My advice? Make the years you're given
to experiment, learn and grow. Try new things (just don't
get crazy), make a friend or two that aren't like the people
you've grown up with, try a new food, learn to cook, go
on at least one spring break with college friends, but don't
just focus on the fun things, take a class that will challenge
you, visit Cooper so often and do some volunteer work in
the community. Your college years should be fun, but they
should be years you don't regret. You should be able to look
back a few years from now, and see how you've grown and
become a more productive member of society. And lastly,
the last bit of advice I have is a grand bit I have heard from
my family many times in life, "don't be stupid." It rarely
has to do with my intelligence level and often has to do with
how well I think things through. Every choice is yours, just
be sure you aren't stupid about it. And of course, live to the
fullest because the next four years will be the fastest of your
life. It may be cliche, but as I stare down the barrel of my
senior year, I whole-heartedly plead with you, don't let Tt
fly by.
Go Tigers!
Katelyn Wrobel
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women that we inadvertently look up to filling the role
of "Mother" gears girls toward expecting that same life.
Little girls' toys are aimed at promoting the basic ideas
of motherhood and set up expectancies for marriage.
Barbie dolls, one of the most popular toys among girls
ages four to seven, have all sorts of clothing options and
accessories for their appropriate jobs. Among them are
wedding dresses and various domestic appliances. Dolls
in general give young girls something to care for and
nurture. This play-practice constructs, in however small
a way, an acceptance of matrimony equating a career.
I've heard enough from women my age to believe that
this acceptance has turned into an expectation that, if
it isn't fulfilled, leaves them feeling inadequate or that
they're missing out.
The idea of marriage as a goal is more predominant
in Southern Christian schools, and Clemson certainly
falls under this category. The combination of tradition
and religion is formidable. I can't be the only one who's
heard the expression "ring before spring." Those nearing
graduation are sometimes more stressed out about where
they and their boyfriend stand than how prepared they
are for finals.
What is a lady? She is the one that treats everyone
and every situation with due respect and sensitivity.
Does being a progressive and assertive female mean
we have to reject overtly feminine character traits and
ideas? At times, it sure feels like it. Our hindered ability
to distinguish between falling in love, where attachments
progress gradually and running after it, trying to attach
feelings to a guy that checks off all your boxes, have the
ladies of Clemson too caught up in promoting themselves
as eligible spouses than as accomplished individuals.
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What is the primary function of college breaks?

Take i:
The college years are a time
for gaining as much experience as
possible. We can learn a lot from our
classes and extracurricular activities,
but there are many more lessons that
are not easily learned on campus. This
is what breaks are for.
You will not know what it is like to
work in your intended field until you
do so, meaning an internship can help
you discover where your current plans
are leading you in addition to helping
you get there. Some students get these
internships during the fall or spring
semesters, but for the rest of us, this
is not convenient or even feasible;
summer break could be your best or
only option for getting an internship.
Also, Clemson is a wonderful
place, but it is not the whole world.
There are a multitude of different
cultures, both in our country and
abroad, and you cannot fully
appreciate them by taking a class or
reading a book. A service trip during
spring break or a study abroad program
during the summer or winter holidays
could be a great way to really get to
know another culture and broaden
your knowledge and understanding
of the world.

Take 2:
Are you interested in research?
If so, spending a break at Clemson
working under a professor on
a research project or attending
a
Research
Experience
for
Undergraduates at another university
could help you to figure out if a
career in research is for you while
furthering the frontiers of knowledge
and increasing your odds of getting
accepted into graduate school. While
there are a lot of opportunities to
participate in research during the
semester, the focus that researching
over a break can offer make for a
different experience.
I know it is hard to pass up on a
chance to go home and take it easy
with your friends and family, and
some breaks are well spent recharging
at home. But you should make sure
that at least some, if not most, of
your breaks are spent furthering
your education and development.
Once you enter the workforce, you
will probably not have all of the
opportunities that are presently open
to you. Take advantage of what
college has to offer, and make sure that
you do not look back on your breaks
as missed opportunities.

The mind can only take so
much labor. Between classes,
extracurricular
activities
and
everything else we have to deal
with, our day-to-day lives can be
pretty taxing. If we do not take
periodic breaks, we will burn out;
the function of breaks is to keep us
mentally and physically healthy so
that we can keep up with the burdens
of college life.
The specifics of what a relaxing
break entails can vary from person
to person. Many people think going
home and seeing their families is a
great way to unwind; others do not
get along well with their families
and would actually find this stressful.
Some students enjoy drinking at
the beach; others do not care for
drinking or would rather do other
things. There are even students who
will feel restless unless they are
engaged in some kind of activity or
are traveling around.
Since there are so many different
ways to relax, I will not focus on
telling you what to do. Instead, I will
tell you what not to do. First, do not
take on jobs that you do not need.
Notice my qualifier: if you need some

money to keep you going or to help
support your family, go ahead and
get a job to earn that money. But if
you are thinking of getting a job or
a second job to make money that
you will put in the bank without a
particular purpose, don't do it. Your
earning potential will be greater
when you graduate from college, so it
is a sounder investment to make sure
you are well rested and ready when
classes resume than to work for little
pay and go back to school exhausted.
Also, do not take a bunch of
classes unless you really must in
order to graduate on time. Learning
is a great thing, and we should all do
plenty of it while at Clemson. But
if you do not take breaks, you will
leave yourself in a poor mental state
and possibly not get much out of the
classes you take.
Late nights and 8 a.m. classes
can leave students in sad shape, and
a relaxing break is just what the
doctor ordered. Your goal should be
to get the most out of your four or
so years, not to pack as much into
them as possible. A summer off can
make your next semester a lot more
productive and enjoyable.

Take 3:
As we all well kno.w, college can
be a bustling and dynamic place,
but it can also get lonely. For most
of us, it's different from the world
in which we grew up. Clemson isn't
comprised of the same fifty or so kids
we've been with since elementary
school; it's made up of a vast range of
backgrounds and personalities.
With all this unfamiliarity swirling
about, it's easy to lose sight of who
you are. Familial relationships and

friendships are some of the most
defining aspects of a person's life, and
while it's great to get out there and
meet new people, we should always
take time to be with the people who
were there with us from the beginning.
Breaks give us the opportunity
to go home and see the people
who matter most.
Perhaps, for some, the thought
of spending an extended length of
time with family can be stressful or

unpleasant, but for others, the burdens
of college need only be met with a hug
from Mom. The great thing about family
is the freedom that comes with being
surrounded by people who not only
accept you for who you are, but who are
most likefy similar to you as well.
But let's say you don't feel like
being with Mom and Dad over break,
why not take a road trip to see your
extended family? Odds are Aunt Sue
or Grandpa Joe would love to have a

little company, and you get the chance
to explore along the way.
Don't feel like road-tripping it to
grandpa's? Go on a road trip with your
friends. Share driving responsibilities
and a bonding experience with the
people you love. If mobility is out
of the question, then just relax at
home. Either way, there's no better
way to forget about the anxieties
of school than to kick back with
your best friends.
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Waiting for Iron Man

SENIOR STAFF
■

PERRY ROGERS

Columnist

<

Do you remember the part in the first
"Iron Man" movie when Iron Man goes into
Afghanistan and kicks ass even though the U.S.
military did not want to get involved? That is
what we need right now in Syria. Syria's dictator,
Bashar al-Assad, has killed over 8,000 of his
own citizens since the beginning of the Syrian
uprising during the Arab Spring of 2011. Many
of those killed have been armed combatants,
while many more have been simple protestors.
At the time this article was written, the United
States was not involved in the conflict. Some
U.S. citizens think we should lay the hammer
down on Syria and stop these inhumane killings.
While I wish I could agree with them, the United
States must stay out of the Syrian uprisings.
Some citizens believe United States military
action against Syria would be similar to the
campaign against the Libyan government last
year, where a few drone strikes and a machine
gun or two would do the trick. For Syria,
however, it would not be so simple. Located west
of Egypt, Libya contains much more of western
civilization's influence. Syria lies in the middle

of the Arab world and is the direct northern
neighbor to Iraq. The same Sunni-Shia tribal
differences exist in Syria just like in Iraq, and
Bashar al-Assad is more akin to Saddam Hussein
than to Muammar Gadhafi. While there are no
claims that Syria is creating weapons of mass
destruction, a military mission in Syria would be
more like the war with Iraq than with Libya. Is
that really what the American people want?
One main reason the United States has not
become involved is because the United Nations
(U.N.) has not approved any intervention like it
did with Libya. Both Russia and China vetoed
the measure that would have allowed U.N. troops
to intervene. The United States entered Iraq nine
years ago without the approval of the U.N., and
look at the consequences: much of the Middle
East hates us, and more than 100,000 lives were
lost, 6,000 of which were American. I would
prefer for that not to happen again. Unlike Iraq,
though, al-Assad's army is huge. It currently has
over 300,000 active members. At the peak of the
Iraq conflict, there were only 70,000 insurgents
— highly unorganized, totally untrained and
constantly cut off from supplies. Al-Assad's
army is highly trained and organized.
Any lone U.S. intervention could cause a
huge domino effect in the region. Syria has strong
ties to Iran, which has never really been on the

United States' good side. President Obama has
been adamant about making sure Iran does not
get nuclear missiles by enforcing sanctions on
Iran throughout his presidency. Iran would most
likely come to Syria's aid if the United States
were to invade, meaning our allies would come
to our aid as well. Intervening in Syria without
the consent of the U.N. could turn the killing of
some activists into a full-blown World War III.
A long list of variables and potential
consequences need to be considered before we
go beating the drums of war. After more than
a decade of being world police in the Middle
East, the United States needs to step back and
let things happen on their own for once. A U.N.
Security Council mandate would help the Syrian
situation because that would involve many
more countries in the effort to intervene, but
without a unanimous vote, that will not happen.
The death of 8,000 people trying to voice their
opinions is a travesty in the 21st century, but
intervening is not worth another Iraq War or
possible world war. If only there were a neutral
peacekeeping force that didn't have to abide by
world law... The people of Syria are waiting
for you, Iron Man.
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"Engineering Biases" (April 13
issue) doesn't tell the whole story. Liberal
arts studies do have a useful purpose, but
that is the whole point. Universities
are businesses, so the market demands
where money goes. Send funding where
there is no demand, and you lose money.
The overemphasis America places on
liberal arts is confirmed by China's
and India's impending prowess over
American technology.
Because college is so expensive,
our country has a severe unemployment
problem plaguing debt-ridden graduates,
which can at least be partly blamed on
the number of students who continue to
spend vast amounts of borrowed money
on low-demand degrees in a flooded
marketplace. Science and technology
sells! That demand is at least in part why
I chose to study engineering, though
the decision was also based on the
fact that challenging endeavors build
character. I understand that other science
fields get somewhat overshadowed by
engineering, but most of our university's
funding comes from sources other than
tuition, meaning that each department
obtains funding through research
and education grants (my studies are
currently funded by an NSF education
grant). As a result, funding should not

5,000 people in the Philippines ran a
survival-themed 5K. They were forced to
run for their lives while being chased by
200 actors dressed as zombies.

be an issue for colleges which live
within their means, especially those
with graduate programs. And yes, the
university could indeed do a better
job of advertising many of its various
degree programs.
This misunderstanding of the market
is further confirmed by the remarks in
"Different Takes," where the authors
gave mandatory attendance a good
thrashing. If students are cutting class,
then why are they in class in the first
place? Professors are paid to teach, and
it is their prerogative to initiate such
policies. The fact that attendance is
even an issue is an embarrassment to
this student body. It shows that we are
flushing money down the toilet to have a
good time on our parents' dollar (or worse,
a student loan).
But I have good news! If you don't
like a policy, go to your department chair
with a group of likeminded students and
get an audience with him or her. If the
chair won't listen, I assure you that the
college dean will want to hear about it.
This is why the free market is good. It
really does provide a level playing field.
You just have to know the rules.
Joshua Finn
PhD. Student in Mech. Engineering

Among the 225 students arrested at the
Carolina Cup, a couple was caught having
sex in the Kershaw County mounted
patrol horse trailer.
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They've Come Undone:
CEDC in Cange
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±

SARAH COOPER

Columnist
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Twelve
students
from
multiple
departments, one professor, two full-time
interns, one post graduate student and one
industry advisor embark on a journey to
Cange, Haiti to install a turbine driven water
pumping system and a filtration system in less
than seven days. During the past year, CEDC's
interns have performed field engineering and
construction oversight for a replacement water
system in Cange, Haiti. This system services
a population of 20,000 and will be the first
chlorinated municipal water system in Haiti.
Below is a firsthand account of the successful
mission:
In Ms. Jackie's Artisan center there are
shelves of yarn. Papaya green, plantain yellow
and sugarcane cream lay relaxed; donations
offered from giving souls who believe in
the impact of art and, more importantly,
those who understand the need for tangible
creations. Often these donors have been to
Cange, an impoverished village in the poorest
country in the Western Hemisphere. While
hundreds come every year, some are humbled
enough and motivated perfectly to return with
a mission or to speak of the Central Plateau to
open ears.
Like the yarn, we came to Cange from
unbeknownst backgrounds with ambitions to
impact people. We came with bandanas, fresh
work clothes and seven days to assemble a
water system. And, like the spools of yarn, we
began to come unwound from ourselves and
entangled in the village. We, being Clemson
Engineers for Developing Countries (CEDC),
went to Cange to install a water filtration
system designed by engineering students and
David Vaughn, our industry advisor from
Fluor. The mission of this project was to
effectively eradicate cholera in Cange, one
of the largest villages in the central plateau
where an outbreak occurred after the January
2010 earthquake. Since its inception in August
of 2009, CEDC has worked to design a water
filtration, purification and distribution system
for the rural village of Cange. The capital

for this project was funded by the Episcopal
Diocese of Upper S.C. (EDUSC). So, with a
design in hand, the materials for assembly in
Cange and eager students, CEDC entered the
country of Haiti.
The road that leads to Cange is a sprawling
two-hour car ride from the Port-au-Prince
airport. Highway 3 ' curves around local
businesses, populated refugee camps and
hundreds of vendors, selling their specialties
on the sidewalks. The College of Agriculture's
gates open wide as students come and go,
flooding onto the busy streets. Upon driving
out of the city, the landscape becomes a
surmounting vastness of tree-less mountains,
deforestation for economic income. We
ascended into the smaller villages that peer
down at Port-au-Prince, and after a final ascent
we found ourselves piling out of the vehicle to
the Zanmi Lasante Complex, our headquarters
for the next seven days.
The goal of this trip was not to implement
a water system and leave. Rather, the focus
was to build a system alongside the local
Haitians, thus creating a rapport with not
only Cange but also with the individuals who
will be benefiting from and maintaining the
system. The reasoning is simple: by having a
"buy in" from the community, the chance of
the system being maintained improves. This
theory does have a few obstacles, language
being the- most common barrier. Students
became immersed in not only-Haitian culture
but also the language of Creole. Program
Director and founder Jeff Plumblee epitomizes
the need to enter all situations with open
eyes and ears. "I had a difficult time in the
beginning being patient when I saw an easier
way for the Haitians to do things, but I began
to realize that there are better ways to work
through problems than just telling the Haitians
they are wrong . . . being patient allowed me
to see that their way was actually the better
solution. Just because we have the technical
background and know the theoretical of how
the system should work, it does not mean that
we have the practical knowledge to make it
work. We have a symbiotic relationship in that
they can't do the work without our designs,
but we can't do the work without their realworld (albeit third world) expertise," he said.

•••

•

•••

While understanding others inevitably is a
time consuming venture, it was also the only
sustainable method for the water system.
With the primary focus of the trip being
the construction of the new pump house at
Bas Cange (the source for water) and the
filtration system atop the mountain, students
worked diligently to complete daily tasks.
And, with challenging work comes important
lessons. English majors learned how to thread
pipe while engineering students obtained
field experience from the designs created in
Clemson. Civil engineering student Brian
Graham stated, "I was able to use tools that I
never had before and pour reinforced concrete
slab. I learned how to assemble something
from plans on a paper. I learned about
hydraulic processes and how you can use
water as a source of energy. I learned how to
install pumping and piping components in less
than ideal conditions."
Ellison Taylor, a member of the Public
Health Team, spent her evenings in the
hospital learning about medicinal practices in
a developing country. While the amputation of
an arm and the removal of melanoma of an
18-year-old girl were memorable, Ellison's
most impactful moments occurred in the
surgery ward. "The surgical ward was packed,
and I'm sure there were more waiting to get
into that ward for surgeries of their own, not to
mention the many less fortunate that died on
their way to surgery in transit from places all
across the Central Plateau. I found that really
jarring and difficult to forget. It really brings
into focus the easy access we have to medicine
among many other luxuries that the Haitians
often do without or do with little," she said.
While learning on-site and building upon
technical skills were vital for the professional
development of students, the personal
interactions with locals also served a lasting
purpose. After a three hour hike from Cange,
we summited the village of Bois Joli and were
greeted with honest smiles and curious eyes
by school children. Dressed in white and red
or white and blue - checkered uniforms, the
students watched as the men in the village
offered us machete-opened coconuts and
freshly hacked sugar cane stalks. As we
entered the classrooms, the students sang a

•

Why does Tiger Rants never represent my interests?
I don't care that you don't know where your pizza is.
I'm not 21.

Why did my car have to break down
one day after I got it?
Word is crashing on my computer.

NTS

Why am I wasting a good registration
time on a semester full of horrible
classes?

Why does love always feel like a battlefield?
Why does my MCAT study material try to cram a
whole entire class' worth of material into 10 pages?
Why are the Tiger Rants always questions that start
with "Why"?

Want to rant? Send your rants to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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SARAH COOPER is a graduate student majoring in
clinical mental health counseling. Email comments
to letters@thetigernews.com.

•••

When is the east side of Cooper going to get its printer back? I hate
waiting in line!
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song for us. All but one class sang in Creole
and grade four sang in English, "Jesus Loves
You." The replacement of one pronoun was
enough to move us into reflections what it
means to give freely and support fully. In
these moments of reflection, some students
were compelled to return to Cange as interns
to work on village water projects. The work
done in the filtration house and pump house
began to have a larger impact: these students
would be consumers of clean water to come.
To effectively arrive at our destination
of cultural immersion and achieve our
lofty goals for the week would have been
impossible without the use of guides. Our
journey leveraged three experienced CEDC
interns (Keelan Greenwade, Michael Ladue
and Nathan Schneider) who have lived in
Cange for many months. These students acted
as guides through interpretation, cultural
awareness, planning logistics and consistently
propelled the success of the water project.
Our interns not only provide a bridge between
languages but also serve as our ambassadors
from Clemson University.
Lasting impacts and teaching moments
filled the days in Cange. After a week of
manual labor, pouring concrete, fitting pipes
and water moving, students packed their bags
to return to the comforts of Clemson. But, like
the water that is now filtered, treated with UV
and chlorinated, students are also different.
They are aware of the realities of Haiti, not
the riots that are depicted on CNN or the
infomercials to adopt a child. Rather, they are
conscious of the opportunities one has daily
to profoundly impact lives and in turn to be
impacted. We are better for the experiences
we chose to embark upon. Whether it is by
a simple song or an inquisitive smile, the
spools of our yarn has spread across Cange.
In a country that most would say has nothing
to offer, we chose to learn lessons by cultural
immersion. In these choices, like spools of
yarn, we came unwound, undone to our own
ideologies and theories and made different by
a commitment to succeed.

• ••••••
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Dabo Tees it up at the Wells Fargo Championship
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CLEMSON IS POISED FOR A CHAMPIONSHIP RUN IN
KEVIN THOMAS
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In 2011, the Clemson Tigers football team
finished 10-4 and 6-2 in the ACC. The 6-2
mark was good enough to win the ACC Atlantic Division, and the Tigers went on to blowout
Virginia Tech 38-10 in the ACC Championship Game, giving the program its first ACC
Championship in 20 years. However, Clemson
finished the season on a bit of a rough note
getting throttled by West Virginia 70-33 in the
Orange Bowl.
The 2012 Clemson Tigers is projected to be a
preseason top 20 team and has the potential to
be one of the best in years, as the Tigers return
experienced players on both sides of the ball.
Clemson will have a great chance at the ACC
Championship again this season and possibly
even the National Championship if everything
comes together.

Offense.
The Tigers are loaded this season on the offensive side of the ball. They have returned
seven starters to an offense that was one of the
best in the country last season, and in year two
under offensive coordinator Chad Morris's system, they look even more explosive.
One possible weakness for the team could be
on the offensive line, as the Tigers lost three
starters from last season. However, they will
return All-ACC center Dalton Freeman, along
with Brandon Thomas, who will be moving to
left tackle after taking over the starting spot as
left guard midseason last year.
The other projected starters at this point are
Kalon Davis at left guard, Tyler Shatley at right
guard and Gifford Timothy at right tackle.
Shatley, who is moving to the o-line after
receiving substantial playing time as defensive tackle, received high praise from coaches
during spring practice and is expected to be a
solid player on the line this year. If Davis and
Timothy fail to impress, do not be surprised if

freshmen Isaiah Battle and Joe Gore take their
place. Both players have started making pushes
during the summer to become starting tackles,
pushing Thomas inside, as they have the size
and athletic ability to be able to man those
positions.
At tight end, Brandon Ford is expected to fill
the big shoes left by Mackey Award winner and
first team All-ACC, Dwayne Allen. Last year in
his first full season at the position, Ford showed
great potential and was a key contributor. He
should have a breakout season this year for the
Tigers.
At running back, the Tigers return second
team All-ACC and 1,000-yard rusher Andre Ellington as the starter. After last season, rumors
were circulating that Ellington would be leaving Clemson to play for the, but he has decided
to come back for one more year with the Tigers.
Depth could be an issue at the running
back position after Mike Bellamy was recently
ruled academically ineligible to play in the fall.
D.J. Howard will now have to take on the role
of the second-team back. Howard had some
nice performances during his freshman season
last year and should provide a solid backup to
Ellington.
True freshman Zac Brooks is someone to
look out for at this position. Brooks enrolled
early and went through spring practice with the
team, receiving rave reviews about his speed
and strength.
With one of the best corps in the country,
wide receiver is probably the deepest of all
the positions on this Clemson roster. The Tigers return a plethora of options including last
year's freshman sensation, Sammy Watkins.
Watkins was a first-team All-American and
had over 1,000 yards receiving, rewriting the
Clemson record books during his first season
on campus.
Right behind him in the stats was receiver
DeAndre Hopkins, who also returns along with
Jaron Brown. Big things are also expected this
season from sophomores Martavis Bryant and
Charone Peake. Bryant and Peake both showed

flashes of brilliance last season, and Bryant is
expected to be a threat this season.
Also in the mix is true freshman Germone
Hopper, an electric player who could receive
substantial playing time this season.
At QB, the Tigers return first team All-ACC
and record-setting quarterback, Tajh Boyd.
Boyd threw for over 3,000 yards and 33 touchdowns last season in his first season as the starter. He has slimmed down some over the spring
and will try to become more of a threat when
running the ball this season.
Behind him, true freshman Chad Kelly is
a heralded recruit who will be enrolling in
Clemson this summer. Kelly is expected to
compete for the backup quarterback job, and it
is rumored that Morris is designing some packages just for Kelly to get him into the game and
give the defense a different look. Kelly could
pose a threat to defenses this season.
Defense
The Tigers return seven starters from last
year's squad, but one key newcomer is not on
the field, but on the sidelines. First year defensive coordinator Brent Venables comes to
Clemson from Oklahoma. He is looking to improve the defense after last year's disappointing
season on that side of the ball under former coordinator Kevin Steele.
Clemson has to replace three starters from
last season's defensive line. The Tigers will start
Malliciah Goodman, the only returning starter,
and Corey Crawford at the defensive end spots.
Grady Jarrett and Tavaris Barnes will battle
for the nose guard position, and either Deshawn
Williams or Josh Watson will start alongside at
defensive tackle. All of these players can potentially have big seasons, and Venables will need
at least a couple of them to do so. True freshman Carlos Watkins could also be a surprise on
the line.
The Tigers return three starters at linebacker
see FOOTBALL page C5

Robbie Tinsley: Obviously,
you both know what happened
with Sammy Watkins. If you
were Dabo, knowing the information that you know, what
would be your course of action?
Kevin Thomas: He's sort of
backed himself into a corner.
When Sammy came in, [Dabo]
built him up to be the best
freshman, to be such a great
guy, that he almost has to suspend him. It's a tough call; with
the timing of it, he could probably get away with suspending
him for some of the summer
practices, but I don't know if
he could get away with it in the
national media's eyes.
Aaron Ransdell: I think
you've got to suspend him after the treatment of Mike Bellamy for the ACC Championship Game. I think he's set
up a precedent with that, so I ■
think he has to suspend him, at
least for the Auburn game and
possibly even for the next two
games, Ball State and Furman.
Those games are not games that
Clemson will need him to make
an impact in, so it might be
good if Dabo suspends him for
all three.
Robbie Tinsley: Alright, with
what you said about the Bellamy situation, obviously we
don't exactly know what the
circumstances were in that case.
We think we know, but we're
not sure. Do you not think that
Bellamy might have had less
money in the bank than Sammy
did? Obviously, Bellamy is no
longer with the team, but does
that play a role in your mind?
Kevin Thomas: I could, because it wasn't Bellamy's first
problem with the coaching
staff, but at the same time, he
wasn't arrested and Sammy
was. I really don't see how Dabo
could get away with not suspending him at this point.
Robbie Tinsleyj Fair enough.
Aaron, you say [suspending him '
for] three games is as good as
one. Do you not think that's a
little harsh on Sammy? I know
we shouldn't need him for those
games, but I feel like the precedent has been set around the
country that incidents like this
are worthy of a one-game suspension, especially when that
game is Auburn. Do you think
we should follow that precedent
or should we set our own?
Aaron Ransdell: I hate to
bring rivals into this, because
situations "could be completely
see SAMMY page C5
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Despite inconsistent results, jack Leggett's boys notched
multiple benchmark wins over top-25 teams including
two wins over No. 1 Florida State in addition to wins over
^Georgia and South Carolina. The Tigers finished 32-24
;; overall and marked a 16-14 conference record, ranking
No. 22 in the unofficial RPI. Clemson finished third in
le ACC Adantic Division behind Florida State and N.C.
State and finished in a tie for fifth place with Miami win
She overall ACC standings.
Coach Jack Leggett finished up his 19th regular sea':Sbn with an astounding overall record of 844-397-1
:■ (.680). Leggett has 222 top-25 wins including the seven
he notched in the 2012 season. Coach Leggett also ranks
*:14th in total career wins with 1221 and looks to continue
to chalk victories up for years to come.
The Tigers were led by consensus first round prospect
Richie Shaffer, the junior third basemen from Charlotte,
N.C. Shaffer won the ACC Player-of;the-Week three
rimes throughout the year, hitting a team high .344 batMng average, 10 home runs and starting every game the
Tigers played in 2012.
The team started their season ranked as high as No. 16
in the nation. It did not take long for Clemson to win its
trst series as they one two of three games against UAB in
ae opening series at home. After winning their second
straight series, they began one of their most anticipated
ijseries of the year against reigning National Champions,
rSouth Carolina.
.

The Gamecocks took the first game of the series in
Charleston, but it did not come easy. The Tigers fought
hard but came up short in the 11th inning, despite Marr
Campbell tossing 3.1 scoreless innings in relief. The Gamecocks then took game two at home, 9-6, before Clemson
came back on Sunday to salvage a game in the series. The
Tigers were aided by a game-tying, two-run homerun by
Phil Pohl in the eight, a candidate for the Lowe's Senior
Class Award. They snapped the Gamecocks 19-game winning streak with a 6-5 win on a walk-off single by Steve
Wilkerson.
Following the rivalry series, Clemson's baseball team
found themselves high and low far too often for their midseason. At one point Clemson went 6-8, sweeping their
series against Boston College, but were swept by both the
North Carolina Tar Heels and the Virginia Cavaliers. The
stretch also saw head-scratching mid-week losses against
Presbyterian College and Western Carolina. The Tigers
were close in every game they played all year, losing only
one game all season by more than five runs.
Following the loss to Presbyterian College, the team's
performance prompted head coach Jack Leggett to say,
"Yeah, I thought we had turned the corner. We were coming off our best game of the year (against top-25 Georgia),
but our approach was horrible tonight. We were a totally
different team."
Leggett's players must have listened to him as the Tigers
then prompdy took two of three against No. 7 Miami at

warn

Doug Kingsmore Stadium. Clemson's pitching was hot
that weekend as they only allowed six runs and held Miami
to a .240 batting average. Scott Firth did not allow a run in
4.0 innings pitched over two relief appearances.
The series was pivotal for the Tigers as they rattled off
a 10-4 record in their next 14 games that was highlighted
by a sweep of the Duke Blue Devils. The Duke series was
especially exciting, being that Brad Felder, Jay Baum and
John McGibbon all hit and scored in the top of the 11th
inning to secure the 4-1 win in the opener.
The Tigers won four of their last six series of the season,
including a sweep at Maryland and a hard fought win for
a series win against top-ranked Florida State. Although the
Seminoles out hit the Tigers .330 to .270, Clemson was
still able to hand Florida State its first weekend series loss
of the entire year. In game one of the series, Clemson hit
three home runs in a 7-2 win. The win marked the first
time in Clemson baseball history that the Tigers defeated
the number one ranked team in the country at home, and
it was the first win over the top-ranked team since 2010
against Arizona State in Omaha. Felder, Shaffer and Kieboom each hit homers to support impressive freshmen
Daniel Gossett's four innings of scoreless relief. Clemson
proved in game two that the first win was not a fluke and
held on to a 9-7 win with Scott Pohle earning the win by
pitching a solid six innings.
Though the Clemson Tigers struggled to find a dominating identity, the team was able to show the Tiger faithful that there is always a reason to believe each and every
game. Clemson finished the season tanked No. 8 in the
nation in average attendance, marking the 18th straight
season that Clemson has had a top-20 national figure in
attendance.
Clemson's pitching had a great deal to do with the team's
success as Kevin Brady (1-2) was the Tiger's ace leading up
to a late season injury. Brady pirched a 2.59 ERA pitched
59.0 innings and struck out 57 batters. Freshman Daniel
Gossett (6-3) led the pitching staff in strikeouts with 73
and impressed the coaching staff, only allowing .231 to
opposing batters. This caused them to move from the midweek rotation to the weekend.
Every pitcher needs supporr from the offense, and no
batter helped score more runs than designated hittet Phil
J?ohL with a .296 average and a team high 50 RBIs. Cather
(Catcher?) Spencer Kieboom was also a major factor on
offense, hitting the only grand slam of the season for the
Tigers.
The team's record was good enough for a fifth-round
[seed in the ACC tournament and looks to reach the team's
ultimate goal of playing in the College World Series in
§Omaha in June.
*
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You will quickly realize upon entering Clemson University that very few things unite the campus and community, like its sports programs. Whether it
is a basketball game in Littlejohn, soccer game on Riggs Field, baseball clash at Doug Kingsmore Stadium or football game in the notorious Death Valley,
it is always a unification of the Tigers faithful when one of their proud sports programs is competing on the athletic fields. In the Atlantic Coast Conference, the Tigers compete in one of the most competitive conferences in the country and against some of the most prestigious programs historically in their
respective sports. Clemson has a lot to be proud of with their athletic programs as evidence by their successes throughout the programs.

BASEBALL
Take in a game at Doug Kingsmore Stadium to catch the Clemson
« baseball team, and odds are you will
be watching an elite top 25 team on
the field. Beginning in the 1950s,
the Clemson baseball program has
been and continues to stay strong.
In fact, the Tigers have made one or
more College World Series appearance in every decade since the 1970s.
To give you an idea of the consistency
and prominence of the Tigers baseball program, we should note that the
Tigers have had two baseball coaches
since 1958: Bill Wilhelm and Jack
-Leggett. Wilhelm is the programs
' all-time wins leader with 1161 wins
on the pine and led the Tigers to 17
postseason appearances, including six
CWS trips in his 35 years on the Tigers bench. He won 20 regular season
conference titles and seven conference tournament titles. When Leggett
took over in 1994, he was following
in the footsteps of a man who would
be elected into the Hall of Fame years
later. While expectations remained
high, it would be hard to fault Leggett
if the Tigers could not continue their
decades of success. Since taking the
job in 1994, Coach Leggett has managed to lead the Tigers to the postseason every season except one, guided
Clemson to six College World Series,
three regular season conference titles
and two conference tournament titles.
Notable Clemson Tiger alumni who
became Major League players include
Kris Benson, Khalil Greene who left
school with the second most hits
in NCAA history, Billy Koch, who
earned 163 saves in six years in professional baseball, and Jimmy Key who"
was a- two-time World Series champion with the Toronto Blue Jays and
four-time all-star.

SOCOE
Clemson Soccer has produced
competitive programs with both the
men and women. The men's team
was a power throughout the 70s and
80s, winning two national championships in 1984 and 1987 and making another national final in 1979.
Bruce Murray, in the 1987 national
champs, became the first Tiger to be
awarded the Hermann Trophy, given to college soccer's top male and
female players. A couple notable
Tigers in recent memory who have
gone on to success elsewhere are
Wojtek Krakowiak, who also won
the Hermann Award in 1998, Stuart Holden, who is currently with
Bolton Wanderers in England, and
Oguchi Onyewu, currently with
Sporting Lisbon in Portugal. Coach
Mike Noonan is currently in his
third season with the Tigers.
The Women's team was founded
in 1994 and has also played itself
into the tournament 14 times in its
history with four trips to the national quarterfinals. Eddie Radwanski
was named the Tigers head coach in
2011 and will lead the Lady Tigers
program into the future.
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BASKETBALL
The Clemson Men's Basketball team has been competitive in the ACC for quite some time, going up
against programs like Duke, North Carolina and Maryland that have had some of the best teams in the
country year after year. Coach Brad Brownell leads the Tigers now and will be entering his third season
on the Tigers sideline. The program just completed its 100th season of college basketball and has seen a
number of NBA players come through the program over the years. Former NBA players Horace Grant, Tree
Rollins, Dale Davis and Elden Campbell came through the Tigers program, and current Wizards forward
Trevor Booker was an All-ACC performer his senior season in 2010. However, the most famous Tiger is
Larry Nance. The former Phoenix Suns and Cleveland Cavaliers player, Nance, was a three-time All-Star,
winning the Slam Dunk competition in 1984; he was well known for his tenacious defense that allowed
him to make all-NBA defensive teams three times as well. The program has been to the NCAA tournament
11 times in their history including four of the last five years. They made three Sweet 16s and had their
deepest run in 1980 when a team led by All-American Honorable Mention Billy Williams went to the Elite
Eight before losing to eventual runner-up UCLA.
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FOOTBALL
Ultimately, the football program
is considered the most obsessed over
and prestigious program at Clemson
University. Regardless of where you
come from or what past times you've
had in sports in the past, few stadiums and game day experiences in
American sports match up with a
Saturday at Death Valley to watch
Clemson football. Starting hours
before kickoff with the sea of orange tailgating, to the roar of over
eighty thousand as Clemson walks
up to Howard's Rock to run down
the hill before kickoff, Death Valley is an electric scene that will give
you shivers the first time you experience it. The program was founded
in 1896, and its first famous coach
from 1900-1903 was a man named
John Heisman who led the Tigers to
a 19-3-2 record in his four years, the
highest win percentage in school history before departing. The Heisman
Memorial Trophy granted each year
to college footballs most outstanding player is named in his honor.
After years of shuffling coaches, the
Tigers made their first bowl game
in 1939 under Jess Neely, beating

I
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Boston College in the Cotton Bowl.
Frank Howard would lead the Tigers
for 30 years after Neely winning six
ACC championships, two Southern
Conference Championships and
seven teams ranked in at least one
poll at years end.
After a couple coaches came the
Danny Ford era. While coaches like
Paul "Bear" Bryant, Joe Paterno,
Woody Hayes and others may be
some of the most famous in college football history, ask a Clemson
fan, especially the older ones about
Danny Ford and you will listen to
them share stories of a man who
they love like a father. Danny Ford
led the Clemson Tigers to their only
national championship in program
history in 1981, starting the season
unranked and beating three top ten
teams along the way, culminating
with a 22-15 win over Nebraska in
the Orange Bowl. He was named
the national coach of the year for
that season and would lead the Tigers to eight bowl games in his career, compiling a record of 6-2 in
those games. Since that time the
Tigers have had a number of teams

finish the season in the top 25 and
just last season Clemson won its
first ACC championship in 20 years
when they defeated Virginia Tech
for the second time on the season.
Clemson has had six members
of its program inducted into the
college football Hall of Fame. Recent players like Dwayne Allen and
Da'Quan Bowers have won national
awards for their play on the field
and Dabo Swinney, Clemson's current head football coach was named
the Bobby Dodd coach of the year
last season. The Tigers have had
seven ACC players of the year, eight
ACC coaches of the year and put
nine members of their program on
the ACC's 50th anniversary team in
2002. Notable NFL alumni include
Jeff Davis, Brian Dawkins, Dwight
Clark and William "Refrigerator"
Perry. Currently the Tigers are well
represented in the NFL by Buffalo
Bills running back C.J Spiller, Oakland Raiders wide receiver Jacoby
Ford, San Diego Chargers cornerback Marcus Gilchrist, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers defensive end Da'Quan
Bowers, among others.

'

These are just some of the many great sports programs Clemson University puts out each year and
there are dozens of others players and teams here that represent the school well. If you are someone
who is into sports and social events, Clemson offers a well-diversified group of athletics that will
certainly keep you entertained.
All you need to do now is start practicing your cadence counts. "1, 2, 3> 4; 1? 2, 3,4..."
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FOOTBALL page Cl
as well as another player who also
started three games last season.
At this point, the projected
starters are Quandon Christian
at strongside, Stephone Anthony
in the middle and Tig Willard
or Corico Hawkins at the weakside spot. Anthony had a solid
freshman season to back up
his lofty expectations, and the
coaches are expecting big things
from him.
He has the size and speed to
make plays all over the field.
Lateek Townsend and Tony Steward could also make big impacts
this season for the Tigers.
Townsend could be a big asset

SAMMY paged
different, but as far as Dabo goes,
I think you want to make yourself look as good as possible in
this situation. You would rather
suspend him for three games and
set the tone, rather than run the
risk of just making one game, especially when it's not that big of
a difference to the team. I think
that would make your team look
more accountable, more disciplined. I think that accountability is something we preach a lot at
Clemson, especially Dabo.
Kevin Thomas: That's a solid
precedent. If someone gets into
trouble during the middle of the
year, he's going to have to stick
with that number, and we won't
have easy games that they can
miss later in the year.
Robbie Tinsley: It could definitely come back to haunt Dabo
if incidents like rhis come up
again. Personally, for me, I think
one game is enough. When the
news first broke, I thought Dabo
could have gotten away with just
making it a half-game suspension
for that Auburn game. I felt like
he had to suspend for some game
time, but with that first game being Auburn, I thought a half was
enough. If it was any other game
to start the season, it would have
been a guaranteed one-game suspension. I know one game should
equal one game, but when it's a
game like that, it should weigh
more than if you suspend him for
Furman. What if he doesn't sus-

in rushing the passer this season,
and though Steward is currently
recovering from ACL surgery, he
should be ready to play by August.
Justin Parker is another player who
received great reviews from the
coaches during the spring who said
that, "... the light finally came on
for him."
In the defensive backfield, a lot
of veterans return for Clemson. At
cornerback, Darius Robinson and
Bashaud Breeland are currently
slated to start. Both players started
some last season, and both showed
the potential to lock down receivers.
The safety spots are still up in
the air, with either Jonathan Meeks
or Rashard Hall starting at strong

pend him? Do you look at Dabo
in a different light? Or do you
wonder if there was other information out there that may have
played a factor?
Kevin Thomas: He may lose a
little bit of credibility, but I think
all the information is out there.
I'm not sure why there hasn't
been a decision already, because
Dabo should have all the information by now. If he doesn't suspend him, I wouldn't blame him,
because he's trying to win football games. I don't know, I guess
we'll find out.
Aaron Ransdell: I think he's
just backed himself into a corner
with the Bellamy decision. If he
had not suspended him for the
ACC Championship, then maybe
he would have a little more free
range. No matter what, I think
Watkins deserves some kind of
suspension. Whether it's three
games or one game, I don't know,
but he deserves some kind of penalty for this.
Robbie Tinsley: Yeah, obviously, he's not going to get off completely scot-free, but from a public relations angle, what do you
think the worst decision Dabo
could make is?
Kevin Thomas: I think probably if he just gets suspended for
just some summer practices.
Robbie Tinsley: I'm going to
disagree with you there. I think
the worst thing to do is to suspend him for Furman and Ball
State, but let him play in the
Auburn game. I think that's the

♦ SUMMER ORIENTATION 2012 ♦ THE TIGER
safety, and either Xavier Brewer or
Hall starting at free safety. Meeks
is a big hitter who helps in run
support.
Brewer is moving to safety
from corner and will provide
better coverage from the safety spot than what was seen last
year. Hall is a graduate student
who held the team high of eightynine tackles last season. He played
most of the year with knee injury
that slowed him at times, but after having reparative surgery in the
offseason, he should be good to go
this fall.
Martin
Jenkins
is
another corner that gained prominence around jnidseason and
showed some great cover ability.

worst message you can send.
You've seen coaches do it in the
past. I remember [former coach
Tommy] Bowden did it with
some of the fight victims from
that 2004 South Carolina game.
But for me, that's the on'e where
he loses the most credibility in
my mind. Alright, if he's suspended, who needs to step up
against Auburn?
Kevin Thomas: I'm looking for
some big things from Martavis
Bryant. I think we need another
big weapon in that position outside as a downfield threat. In the
slot, I guess it would have to be
Adam Humpheries, unless freshman Germone Hopper could
make an immediate impact.
Robbie Tinsley: You look at
that NC State game last year
when Watkins was injured. They
just bracketed the receivers and
we couldn't beat them downfield,
so I think a guy like Bryant could
be huge. Maybe Hopper can too
if he can put on some weight,
because I've heard he's a bit of a
twig.
Aaron Ransdell: Well, my first
reaction when I heard the news
was that we're going to lose Sammy, but we've got Nuke Hopkins, who put on weight in the
summer. We've got Bryant who
looked great in'the Spring Game.
Honestly, I think the receiving
corps is okay. That Auburn game
will come down to line play.
Someone on the offensive line
will have to step up because we've
got good enough receivers to get

He
will
receive
substantial
playing time this fall. Cortez
Davis is a monster for the corner position, which could really surprise some people this
season,
measuring
at
6'3".
True freshman Travis Blanks
enrolled early and was said to be
pushing for the starting nickelback position.
Special Teams
Clemson returns second-team
All-ACC kicker Chandler Catanzaro. Catanzaro connected on 22
of 27 field goals and led the ACC
in scoring last season.
Punting for the Tigers is projected to be Spencer Benton, but do

open if Tajh has time.
Robbie Tinsley: That's a very
good point. Well I guess we'll
find out soon about the suspension and we'll find out about the
repercussions on the first of September in the dome.

not be surprised if true freshman
Bradley Pinion, who wo~wed. the
crowd at the Spring Garni? wins
the job over the summer.
Hopkins will be returning punts
again this season. Last year the
Tigers mostly caught fair punts,
but this year they will look
for more opportunities for big
returns.
The explosive Watkins will be
returning kicks again this year
along with Bryant. Both of them
are game breakers who have the
ability to take it to the house every
time.
Dabo Swinney is back for his
fourth full season as Clemson's
head coach. He has a record of 2919 overall and 19-10 in ACC play
thus far.
Swinney now has two of the
highest-paid and best coordinators
in the country on his staff, and he
will be looking to build off of last
season's ACC title.
Swinney's team will have more
or equal talent to everyone on
their schedule this season, so there
is definitely the potential for it to
be a special season where the Blue
Ridge yawns it's greatness as long
as they play up to their ability. The
question is, will they?
We will not know for sure until
September 1, when the Tigers start
their season against the Auburn Tigers in the Georgia Dome at 7 pm
on ESPN.
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The opinions expressed in this article
are the opinions of our sports staff
and are not intended to be taken as
factual news. Any concerns should
be sent to sports@thetigernews.com.
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Former Clemson Golfers Compete in BMW Charity Pro-Am
WYATT STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER

j

i

Golf is one of the many things that
Clemson University is known for.
The men's golf team has produced
a National Championship, nine ACC
Championships, two Ben Hogan
Award winners, 53 All-America selections and even a United States Open
Champion.
Thus, it is safe to say that Clemson
has made an impact in the golfing
realm.
This impact was recently showcased
at the BMW Charity Pro-Am this past
month as 10 former Tigers competed
in the event, the most former Clemson
golfers in TOUR history.
The event was hosted on three different courses throughout the Upstate
area: Thornblade, Greenville County
Club-Chanticleer and Carolina Country Club.
With a purse of $600,000, this Nationwide Tour event gives the winner
a chance to advance to the next stage
on circuit, the PGA TOUR, as the top
twenty-five Nationwide money leaders
advance at season's end
Various Tigers have advanced to the
PGA TOUR from the Nationwide circuit including Lucas Glover, Jonathan
Byrd, Kyle Stanley and Charles Warren.
Warren was in the tournament field
after having an unsuccessful 2011
PGA TOUR season but recognized the
success the Tigers had on the circuits.
"We've been pretty good," Warren
said "I think we won a couple of these
things, and hopefully, we can continue -

that trend."
In fact, Two Tigers have won the
BMW Charity Pro-Am. Warren himself won the event back in 2002, and
Jonathan Byrd won in 2007.
"It says a lot about his (Coach
Penley's) program, but it also says a
lot about our local guys that got in
via local connections," Warren said
"Which is great because I appreciate
the tournament being loyal to us Tige«."
Matt Hendrix, a native of Aiken, S.C., also competed in the Tiger
packed field. Hendrix, a 2004 graduate, also felt the Clemson program and
Coach Larry Penley have helped him
out on the circuit
"I think that Larry has always instilled in us that he recruited us for
a reason. He believed that we can
compete at the top level and that we
can play with the best players in the
world," Hendrix said "He instilled
that belief and taught us even more on
how to play the game."
Hendrix would miss the cut by five
strokes after producing scores of 7471-71, a one over-par score.
"I've struggled a little bit on my
home courses," said the Greenville,
S.C. resident. "I haven't performed
anywhere as near as well I have hoped
to but I enjoy being home," Hendrix
said. "It is nice to see the family."
Seeing friends and family was a perk
that many Tigers enjoyed throughout
the event. Brian Duncan, a graduate
of 2006, had his wife Kelley caddy for
him, while Brent Delahoussaye had
former Clemson golfer, Stephen Poole,
« on the bag.

"We had a good time," said Poole.
"I like to think I kept him calm out
there, kept him lose," added Poole.
"It would have been nice for him to
have a few more shots out there, but he
played really good all week."
Delahoussaye was in contention
throughout the week but fell four
strokes short, placing twelfth, the Tiger's second best finish on the week.
The Tiger's best finish would come
from that of Sam Saunders, the grand-

son of legendary golfer, Arnold Palmer.
"It was good, it was a great week,"
Saunders stated. "It moves me way
up the money list in good position
to where I need to be, and it gives me
good confidence."
Saunders fifth place finish allowed
the 2009 Clemson grad to move up 45
spots to 46th place.
Au.st rail ian Nick Flanagan went on
to win the event after defeating Cameron Piercy on the third playoff hole

. Hanagan scored a collective 271,
15 under-par, and moved to 11th on
the money list.
All the former Clemson golfers that competed in the BMW
Charity Pro-Am will have their
shot to at the PGA TOUR by
season's end
The Nationwide Tour will conclude
its season this year in Texas with the top
twenty-five players advancing to the
next circuit.

DaboTees It Up at the Wells Fargo Championship
WYATT STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA - Dabo Swinney is arguably one
of the most well known faces on the college football sideline.
As the recent recipient of the Bobby
Dodd Award, Coach Swinney is as recognizable in the football realm as his
motto, "All In", which is frequenuy
seen on the back of cars throughout
the Southeast area. But many may not
know Coach Swinney on the course as
a golfer.
Coach Swinney had the opportunity
this past month to compete in the Wells
Fargo Championship Pro-Am. This annual event allows for tournament sponsors to play with their favorite PGA
TOUR player a day before competitive play. Playing alongside with good
friend and former football player Rich
Davies, Coach Swinney was paired
with Jonathan Byrd, an All-American
Clemson standout from the class of
2000.
Byrd, an Anderson, S.C. native,
competed in the Wells-Fargo Championship last year and came just short of
victory after losing in a playoff to fellow
Tiger, Lucas Glover.
"It did feel odd a little bit," Byrd said
after playing with his former teammate
and longtime friend. "You know, when
I got on the tee, I just tried to treat it like
we had a match on Tuesday (last year)
where Lucas and I paired up against
Charles Warren and Davis Love."
This time, Byrd was not paired with a
golfer but rather an energetic Swinney.

"When we got out on the golf course
he was so enthusiastic, so, 'ra-ra'," Byrd
said after his round with Coach Swinney. "He gets so fired up and passionate, just like he is on the sideline.
"What an incredible gifted player he
is," Coach Swinney said "Just a beautiful swing."
The combination of Coach Swinney s passion and Byrd's talent allowed
for their team to win the morning ProAm and finish second place overall.
"We just had a lot of fun. We started
off slow, pared the first three holes, then
we got it going," Coach Swinney said
"We birdied 14 out of the last 15 holes
and ended up winning, so it was a lot
of fun."
Coach Swinney's busy schedule
might not allow for much golf, but he
is said to be an average player. "I'm capable, and there are days when I go out
and I hit it and I'm like man, I got this
thing figured out. I can't hit a bad shot,"
Swinney said "And then the next day, I
can't hit a good shot I guess that is just
the epitome of golf. I'm a very average
golfer, that is for sure."
Byrd claimed that though Coach
Swinney is an average golfer, he does see
a lot of potential in Coach Swinney as
an athlete.
"He is a just a good athlete," Byrd
said "Golf is just a hard sport if you
never get to practice and work at it"
"Man, he helped me," Swinney said
after Byrd looked at his golf swing. "He
tried to coach me up and help me with
my swing a little bit, so it was a lot of fun
to get some help from a PGA player."
Coach Swinney also received help

from Byrd by having everyone make
"He was like, 'Man, this sport is too
calm for me. I need ya'll to yell or something,'" said Byid. "Every time I would
make a putt he would go, 'Hey J-Byrd,
nice putt!'"
"They are just a little too quiet for
me, and I am not use[d] to this," Swinney stated. "We need a little emotion
out here. We need some energy, and I
finally told him, T didn't draft you to
make some pars. We need some birdies!
let's get this thing going!'"
Byrd's caddie, Adam Hayes, even
requested that Coach Swinney use his
outgoing and energetic personality to
keep Byrd focused while on the range.
"My caddie told him (Coach Swinney) that he wanted to record him (yelling) when I start putting my head down
on the golf course, and he was all for it"
"Jonathan just has a great personality," Coach Swinney said "He just loves
Clemson so it was great to get to know
him. Later on that week, we had a dinner that we were both at, so we had the
chance to spend more time together,"
Swinney added
Both Byrd and the Pro-Am impressed Coach Swinney. "It was great
That is the first PGA Pro-Am that I
have played in, and it was. just a first
class event in everyway," said Swinney.
"Just a great experience and something
that hopefully we will get to do sometime in the near future."
Byrd went on to produce a ninth
place finish during the Thursday-Sunday competitive rounds, earning 68 FedEx Cup points.

COMMUNITY CHURCH
www.clemsoncc.org/college

* Experience Christian community
* Worship God
* Grow in Christ
* Build lifelong friendships
||@
* Learn to share your faith
Small groups meet on the Clemson campus. Sunday
worship at 10:30am at 1004 Anderson Hwy (Highway 76),
about 1.5 miles south of campus.

Clemson Community Church is a member of Great Commission Churches, a fellowship of
autonomous churches designed to equip, unite and provide accountability to churches and ministries that have a desire to fulfill the Great Commission of Jesus Christ. Great Commission
Churches is a member of the National Association of Evangelicals {NAE) and the Evangelical Council
for Financial Accountability (ECFA).

Clemson's guide for Arts
and Entertainment
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friend or roe
Savanah Mozingo
Assistant TimeOut Editor
You, Freshmen, are coming from near and far. from high
schools big and small to call this campus home for the next
eight months. Huzzah! At college you are going to be part Of
the Clemson family - loud, proud and above all, orange. Like
with any family, there are going to be members that you get.
along with, and then there are those who you'll want to avoid
above all else, but it will be impossible to know who's who until
you start meeting them. One of the greatest adventures is
making new friends. With 15.000 students there's bound to be
at least someone you'll get along with swimmingly.
For the sake of anonymity - and the fact that I'm horrible with names - no one will be directly identified in my
references, but I hope that a recap of my own encounters can
provide Freshmen with creative ideas of what to do to make
new friends and what to avoid.

In the beginning, everyone looks quite alike — same
hairstyles, same clothes, same opinions. It's possible that it
will drive you crazy, so the moment that someone different
passes you by, you'll feel compelled to chase after them and
the breath of fresh air they brought with them. Honesty is
the best policy; simply telling them that their uniqueness
is admirable is a good enough conversation starter; they
will be flattered. Our only catch here is literally catching
the person. Anything from a butterfly net to a lasso will
work, but a socially acceptable practice, such as sitting at
a table next to theirs in the library, will also work. Cooper
Library is a virtual watering hole for students, particularly
the fourth and sixth floors as well as Java City on the fifth
floor. Also, the majority of upperclassmen live off campus;
this is your best opportunity as a freshman (having to live
on campus yourself) to meet us. People here are generally
very receptive to conversations with complete strangers.

Despite the size of campus, there's a good chance that after
awhile you'll realize you are running into the same person
over and over again. In one particular case I saw this same
guy four times within the span of two hours. It was just
too weird of an event to pass by unnoticed, so I stopped
him in his tracks by simply introducing myself and telling
him, "I've seen you a lot today. Who are you?" Definitely
not the smoothest of introductions; the lad was perturbed
to say the least, but he didn't NOT talk back. After that we
always waved in passing or could carry on conversations
when we were walking the same direction and in that way"
a wonderfully random friendship evolved.

.-

If my two earlier methods frighten the less outgoing,
there's always the traditional getting-to-know-someonethrough-involvement-in-common-interest-groups. Now,
such a thing-takes more time and patience; the plus side
is it creates solid relationships. When you're involved in
a club, it means that like-minded people will surrounded
you, so there's plenty to talk about.

One last tip would is not to be afraid to set up a study
group or ask someone in your class if they'd like to study
together. You might have been all that in high school, but
if you signed up for the right courses, they should be challenging you now. At some point you're going to have to
study; why not make the most of it? It doesn't.hurt if your
study partner's cute either.
!

So there you have it - now it's up to you. Your mom said, your'
great aunt said it, everyone knows it: collegers the time of
your life. Best not spend it alone.
'
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Kayla Cobb
Copy Editor
Last week was a little rough fior me. ivly vt
pry twisted editor decided it would be fun to read me my
horoscope, which included the love of my life proposing. Or talking to me; I'm a little fuzzy on the details.
Anyways, after tackling an attractive fellow carrying a dozen roses that could only have been for me and screaming "Marry'
me!" to more men than I care to admit. I ended my week the way I started it: single and depressed (Okay maybe not depressed, but so very.
very alone...). While I was halfway through my gallon of triple chocolate icecream. I suddenly remembered something incredible. Summer is right
around the corner! I still have a chance at happiness!
My insanity aside, summer is actually one of my favorite seasons. One of the most popular activities throughout its three months .involves lying motionless for
hours on end, which is something that I'm very good at. Also, not to brag, but my home state is basically the summer champ. We have gorgeous beaches, sunny days.
constant hot weather, some of the hottest clubs. The Keys. St. Augustine. Miami, Daytona, Disneyworld. Sea World and best of all The Wizarding World of Harry
freaking Potter (Maybe I meant to brag a little. Suck it Oklahoma). Having grown up with a constant sunburn and a coozie in hand. I was taught from a very early age
how to do summer right. Today, I have decided to pass my life-altering knowledge on to you. Clemsorv University, be prepared to have the best summer ever. Here are
the Do's of summer vacay.

X)0--

po*.

Wear a bathing suit the entire break. If you are caught wearing anything other than a bikini or swim
trunks (normally varies according to your gender, but no judgment), you are summering wrong.
Everyone knows that the only reason teachers let students out for the summer is because their eyes
are tired from being blinded by the piercing whiteness of some of their students, yours truly included.
So honor this break correctly and tan. And I'm not talking about darkening your skin from "oh-mygod-is-that-a-ghost?" white to peach; I'm referring to soaking up so much sun that people question
your ethnicity. If the contrast between your tanned and untanned skin is less severe than an ice cream
sandwich, then go back to the beach. Guys love the leather skin look.

Have a summer romance so passionate that you make Nicolas Sparks cry. For this to work you can't
just date any old gorgeous hunk; he has to be perfect. Here's how this one plays out: There you are
sitting alone at a carnival, your high school, on a beach, writing poetry. Your poetry can be about
a number of things, like how your rich parents don't understand you, upholding your Christian
values is difficult or how angry you are that your parents divorced. Just be sure to appear broody and
independent. Then enters Mr. Perfect. Your eyes meet, and the world melts away. You share several
thrilling weeks together in which either one of you changes the other's entire outlook on life or you
scream constantly. Then as summer comes to an end, disaster strikes. Either your parents will prevent
you from ever seeing them again, you'll get cancer and die or someone you know will get cancer. And
die. Wait ... why was this a good idea again?

I

I
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Rage on the Fourth. The Fourth of July is one of the best summer traditions there is, and why
wouldn't it be? It marks the birth of our great nation. Use this day to make our founding fathers
proud. Skip work, grill pounds of meat, blow up everything around you and RAGE. Party like you
have never parried before, because on this day you are not just partying for yourself; you're partying
for America. Be sure to wear appropriate attire for this occasion. Styling your hair into a red, white
and blue Mohawk and wrapping yourself in a dress made from our nation's flag is a necessity. If you
find that you will be abroad during this glorious holiday, don't worry! Use this time as an opportunity
to broadcast to everyone around the world how amazing 'Murica is. People from other countries love
how immersed we are in our own culture!

!

I
;

So tne next time you're buried in the depths of Cooper, crying over your Accounting.exam, remember: summer is almost here.
We've almost survived. Hopefully, your break will be a happy and sun-filled one. And if I don't return to you in the fall, it's only
because I have died in some tragic accident after finding my soul mate.
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Clemson Football Fashidn
[The Good And Bad]
Evan Duggar
Columnist
"The Good"

H

So after a LOT of heartbreaking
losses, our incredible Clemson
Tigers are finally doing what we
believed they always could -win.
The only problem with having s.o
many football games that we will
actually want to remember going
to is that we have to come up
with enough orange clothing that
we will not end up regretting by
the third quarter. So the job that
we now face is how to make the
orange we do have go further.
For example, take this dress:

:

IWhen it's warmer outside, you can
wear this breezy little dress with some
gladiator sandals and a long necklace and
call it a day. Yet with October already
here it is sure to get a little too chilly
for sandals, so I recommend throwing
on some stockings, rocking your cowgirl
boots and putting a cute scarf around your
neck like so: (see picture). I might also put
on some simple hoop earrings too for good
measure, but that's just me.

"The Bad"
21 also love long cardigans over dresses
if you think you may be cold at the
game.
3 If you like a dress so much that you are
dying to wear it one more time, then
put on a turtleneck under that cute dress
a'nd belt it at your waist and no one will
even notice that it's the third time you've
worn it. (Believe me: Been there, done that.)

And one more thing that I have
really liked this season .:.
41 love those backless dresses and shirts.
When I am sitting in Death Valley and
just pouring sweat, I keep thinking how nice
it would feel to have a breeze on my back every
once in a while and get really jealous. But I
really want to know how you would wear a
bra. What in the world do you do? Please let
me know! I am running out of time to be able
to try it out.

Things I hate seeing people wear to
the Clemson games ...
1 People that wear yellow ... or green or
blue or any other totally neutral color
to a Clemson football game. Just don't
come! I doubt we want you there anyways.
2 Heels. Who are you kidding? You
probably hate wearing them as much
as I hate seeing it. They don't belong at a
football game. Could you leave your satin,
over-the-top dresses at home too please?
3Ties, bow-ties and sports coats ...
mainly because it makes me feel sorry
for the people wearing them. Isn't it
constricting during zombie nation?

4 Girls that think that tiger pattern
counts as orange or purple. Brown is
not orange. I don't care if it is made to look
like tiger fur in fabric form. I think that
sounds kind of wrong anyway.
5 Those clothes they sell downtown that
are not T-shirts but the other clothes.
Like the shirts they put those awful white
ribbons with the little orange tiger paws
on and call it cute. Awful. I'm sorry, but
it is bad.

1
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And a list of other random
assortment of things I also hate at :.
games: mullets, middle fingers,
vomit, passing out. parents
sitting in the student section,
people who think they have the
right to take up the whole bench
and when people raise their hand
too early during the Alma Mater.
(Do it on "O'er" people and not a
second before!)

Nervous Laughter
Harold J.Plotkin
Columnist
In a crowded lecture hall, I find it difficult to
stand out and make my presence known. However,
in lab where the numbers are much reduced, I do
my best to earn the reputation of a hard-working
student. My dedication to accuracy and precision
— that would otherwise be overlooked in a large
auditorium — is generally met with high praise in
the small group setting of the laboratory. Although
professors are generally not present in lab, I like to
think that they are in constant contact with the
TAs, spending many a lunch hour discussing the
tour-de-force that is Harold Plotkin. However,
the notoriety I gained this week did not come
from the scientific crowd but by the maintenance
staff of Hunter Hall.
I was in perfect form during Tuesday
« V ,
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afternoon's lab, pei forming the assigned chem stry the library, specifically on the 5th and 6th floors.
experiments despite the neighboring group's >est
At this point, I'm a seasoned veteran and was
efforts. They we": under the impress;on that the ready for action. This was my moment. I lifted my
entire lab section wanted to hear the music i ley left leg up and over the cord and cleared it with
were playing on their computer. R gardless, I ease. Overwhelmed by the personal excitement
soldiered on unfazed by what soundea t^. me 1 ke that feat had generated, I ripped my right leg'
robots with indigestion. <
against the cord. I threw the beakers with acidic
At the conclusion of one of the experiments, I solution in front of me and waved my arms in the
was in charge of disposing the liquid waste. "With air searching for anything to catch my fall.
a beaker of acidic solution in each hand, I made
I had something. It was thin and metallic.
my way to the waste containers. This process alone Surely it was Divine intervention. I quickly
was enough to give me agita. I needed the perfect grasped what I felt in my hand and put all my
balance of coordination and correct interpretation weight towards it to catch my fall. What followed
of my TA's accent to know where to dispose of my was a deluge of rust-colored water. I'd grabbed
chemical waste. As I rounded the corner I was met onto the emergency shower and was now soaked
with an old foe, a computer power cord from the in dirty water. The music stopped and all eyes were ,
neighboring group's source of music. My disdain on me. In true fashion I walked through the lab
for computer cords involves a long history of doors and out of Hunter Hall, leaving a trail of
tripping and spilling various drinks on people in water behind me.
<
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THE HITCHHIKER'S

LIBRARY BRIDGE
Kayla Cobb
Staff Writer
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I've heard people say that Clemson is the best place in
the world, and I'm very tempted to agree with that
opinion. We have the second happiest students of any
college in the United States; a sense of school spirit so
strong that any individual who calls "One, two, three, four
..." will be answered by a cadence count faster than a USC
graduate can even figure out how to spell Clemson; and
contrary to popular belief, we even have a Chick-fil-A on
campus. But I think the brilliant and incredibly attractive
person who gave our beloved campus this tide (Confession time: it was me) overlooked one minor flaw: Library
Bridge attacks.
Admit it, each of you knows what I'm talking about.
You're strolling to class minding your own business. You
have a litde extra time this morning, so you decide to admire the "orange" depths of the reflection pond as you take
your time in front of Cooper. Then you see them. Bam!
You try to escape, but it's too late. Already your hands have
been filled with fliers for sporting tournaments and bands
you aren't quite sure exist. You feel like everywhere you
turn, someone is hounding you to "check out" their latest
attempt at philanthropy, and all you want to do is escape.
False promises fall on your lips as you check your watch;
you're late! It's all over now.
Sadly, these attacks happen far too often to innocent
students. It's alarming how quickly a courteous lie can
transform into a conversation that leads to the destruction
of any chance you ever had of being on time. Although
I have spent my fair share of time on the rejection-filled
other side, I find the practice of flyering to be among one of
the most horrific burdens carried by Clemson students. It's
right up there with parking services and not being allowed
to take half-eaten cookies from Harcombe. These hostile
distractions are thrown into full force every election season,
so I've compiled a list of helpful avoidance strategies:

jerully with this handy guide, a ton of determination and a litde luc*
ill be able to survive the tirade of sign- ups and promotions that ha
«-r\ day. I pray that we can one day walk across this campus flier ani

I
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Pretend like you're talking on the phone.
This is perhaps the most basic strategy you
can adopt. It shows the person flyering that
you are far too preoccupied with another
task to even consider accepting their array
of neon papers. "Oh my God, Becky you
did not! Oh my God, shut up! Shut up! I
cannot believe you!" Make sure that you
are having a fake phone conversation and
not fake texting; texting screams "Hand
me everything, now!" Unfortunately, this
is not always the most effective approach,
as ambitious promoters will often ignore
the phone glued to your ear. Also, this
method cuts off all verbal contact with
the person flyering, preventing you from
enjoying possible candy and baked goods.
Act like you're sick. The major appeal of
this method is its complete lack of props.
Who wants to talk to a guy that's five sec-«
onds from literally puking his guts out?
Hunch your shoulders, look depressed
and pretend you have a fever right before
you enter the horde. If anyone is ambitious enough to stop you, slap your hand
over your mouth and run to the nearest
rrashcan. They'll leave you alone.
Be in a BIG hurry. If you're a more aggressive person, this approach is for you.
Take Library Bridge in quick confident
• strides. The second an attacker starts to
confront you, tell them that you have to
get to class immediately. You really don't
have time for their speech right now, but
good luck. It's not essential for you to actually be in a hurry — just act like it andavoid direct eye contact at all costs. There
is a major downside to this approach:
You look like a complete jerk.
Be as awkward as possible. Oh no. The
worst has happened. A button's in your
hand and an overly excited girl is bubbling about how exciting XYZ's Sports
Bowl philanthropy is. You can tell from
the desperation in her eyes that you're the
first person kind enough to show any interest in her event all day, but all you want
to do is run. How do you escape? Be a
freak. "It's going to be so much fun! You
should really come out!" "I'll be gone that
weekend." "That's a shame! You should
tell your friends about it!" "My therapist
says you can't see my friends." If that won't
scare her off, I honesdy don't know what
will. The only downfall of this method is
that you will forever be remembered as
that weirdo who might need to spend a
few nights in the crazy bin.
Scream "Rape!" and run away. OK,
perhaps this isn't the most logical approach, but you have to admit it would
be effective. Imagine the stunned looks
on your attackers' faces as you tear
through the crowded mob, yelling about
sexual assault. Positive: There's a 100-percent chance you would avoid receiving
a fliers Negative: Besides possible police
charges, you would forever be remembered for your extreme reaction.

Essential Summer
Movies
MOUTH OFTHEWHOOPIE
Brady Brown
Assistant News Editor
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Well, we're almost there. Summerwill be here before you
know it. so here's a list of five films that do the best job of
capturing the true feeling of summer. Now. I'm not talking
about the greatest movies to take place during the season
or the best summer releases. Rather, here are five movies
that just get what summer is all about. So be it a winter day
when you're feeling glum or that long summer day where the
'heat's keeping you inside, these movies always seem to strike
just the right note.
Adventureland
If you've ever had a s—t summer job, this is the movie for you.
Set at a theme park during the late 80s, Jesse Eisenburg nails it as
a guy fresh out of college with a comparative literature degree, no
prospects and a need for cash. It's directed by Greg Motolla, the
man behind "Superbad," but this film differs in that it has a little
more of a heart than the ads would make you believe — don't
worry, it's still hilarious. And to top it off, it may have the greatest
soundtrack of the past decade.

Dazed and Confused
This is the movie you watch and think, "I wish my high
school was like that." At least I do. The year is 1976; it's the first
day of summer and as would be expected, hijinks ensue. What
really makes this movie work so well (along with the soundtrack)
is the great characters. For example, take Wooderson, played by
Matthew McConaughey. If anyone else said, "That's what I love
about these high school girls, man. I get older; they stay the same
age," it would be weird and creepy. Now when Wooderson says it,
yeah it's still kind of creepy, but it's sort of hilarious.

500 Days of Summer
Alright, I get some slack from the fellas because I really do
love this movie. But what can you do? I'll also admit that this
movie really has nothing to do with summer (well, seasonally
that is). I've broken my own rules. And at first I was going to do
some roundabout, beat around the bush sort of explanation of
how this captures the true feeling of summer, but that would be
nonsense. No, this movie just happens to revolve around a girl
named Summer and just happens to be really good. And those two
are basically the only reasons why I threw it in here. I don't know.
It just seemed obvious.

Meatballs
I forced myself to stick to one summer camp movie. It came
down to this or "Heavyweights" (a personal favorite). What can I
say? Bill Murray will always win out. Admittedly, this movie lacks
much of a gripping plot. It has all the cliches of summer camp
movies. You know, it has to end in a big Good Camp vs. Bad
Camp competition — I wonder who'll win. But what it has going
for it is Bill Murray (in his first starring role actually). And that's
all any movie ever really needs.

The Sandlot
This is one of those movies that just does a fantastic job
capturing the spirit of youth. Maybe the movie's overly nostalgic,
and in retrospect, a story about a bunch of young boys trying
to reclaim a baseball from a crotchety neighbor's yard is kind of
dumb, but then again-, the same could be said about most of my
childhood memories. Yeah, we might now realize that in the grand
scheme of things that one game of capture the flag wasn't a big
deal, but that's sort of what makes being a kid great. And this
movie sums that up perfectly.

A lot of our awesome writers have graduated. We need
someone to fill their shoes. Write for TimeOut and become
our new favorite writer.
Email timeout@thetigernews.com
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
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SAGITTARIUS

Beat the Editor
Emily Pietras
I Assistant Photo Editor

3. How long is the Tour de France's racecourse?
4. Which country singer was born in Reading,
Pa., and has an endorsement deal with
American Greetings?
5# Which 1987 cult film has a frame narrative
based on a man reading to his sick
grandson?
6. After starring in a number of 1990s
independent films, which actress was
dubbed "Queen of the Indies"?
7. Which novel insipired the Katy Perry song
"Firework," according to the singer herself?

Emily's Answers:
1. London Thursday's
2. British Columbia
3. 27 miles
4. Taylor Swift
5. "The Princess Bride"
6. Scarlett Johansson
7. To Kill a Mockingbird

Be sure to keep track of your cell phone while
you're moving into your dorm. You don't
want to have to track down the one payphone
in Clemson, so you can call your mom.

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Save yourself a massive headache, and learn
the layout of campus before you go to your
first 8 a.m. If a professor has to be up at
8 a.m., chances are they're going to make
everyone else suffer too.

Compare your answers with Emily's by
checking on the top of D8!

11^ TAURUS
April 21 -May 20

if

GEMINI
Y)N" May 21 -June 21

-v

P&EP THE TUHtePUUT

www,JphnHartSMiw com

Now that you can establish a new identity
for yourself, either cut all your hair off or
grow it out this summer.
Despite what your bored friends think,
there is no reason to see The Avengers
for a fourth time. Go to the dollar
theatre instead.

Do your freshman orientation essay early ar.d
m avoid the possibility of getting an angry email
from the professor that runs the program.- -

July 23 - Aug. 23

If you meet someone at Orientation who
has a story from band camp, listen closely.

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

During your first week of college, go to as
many student organization events as you
can and never say no to free stuff. You're
going to have a killer koozie collection.

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

No matter where you go, there will always
be a guy inexplicably wearing a fedora.
However, if you make friends with one, you've
befriended them all.
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BY MICK & MASON MASTROIANNI

tbO KrAoW HOW THEY
SAY THAT WHEl* A60Y
MARRIES, life THE
E^DOF HrSUFE?

9
BY JIM DAVIS

Skill Level: ♦♦♦♦<><>

SUDOKU

2

1—K*ZJ
GARFIELD

Start preparing yourself for weekends at
Clemson by eating Cook Out for every
fifth meal and ordering Little Caesar's at
three in the morning.

w*
-^
CANCER
»*••*:
!P>" June 22 - July 22

im
DOGS OF C-KENNEL

Be sure to investigate any possible Greek Life
options. If nothing else, you might be able to
get some barbecue out of it.
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CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

.ARIES
L
*" March 21 -April20

Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The
Tiger. Of course they are much smaller
than this. Good Luck!

VO ifeHl HAVE RAPID
P6UV6RY ?V—

Someone is going to give you their
p number this week. It will be crazy, but
maybe you should call them.

^PISCES
>
?
^ -J Feb. 20-March 201

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!

BC

Save yourself a Facebook argument with your
new roommate and just buy a microwave.

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

1. Which long-running English football club is
named after a day of the week?
2. Which Canadian province produces 75
percent of the world's maple syrup?

SCORPIO
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CROSSWORD
Across
1- Contributes
5- Sap tree
10- Hairless
14- Defeat decisively
15- Green
is the
place to be
16- Away from port
17- Empiricism
20- Australia's
Rock
21- Antiquity, old-style
22- Norwegian dramatist
23be my pleasure!
25- Minute Maid Park
player
27-Wealthy
31- Theater district
35-Ad word; 36Contemporary
38- Escape
39- Bring civil action
against
40- Bounder
41-Climbing vine
42- Lennon's lady
43- Ques. response
44- Marked down

W

!"■

46-Aha!
47- Elephant keeper
49- Unselfish
51- Bears the ictus
53- Impresario Hurok
54- Seeps
57- Deserved
59- Eyelashes
63- Church principles
66- Brief lerter paper money
67- Prescribed doctrine
68- Netman Nastase
69- Kill
70- Precipitous
71- Sardine containers
Down
1-Bailiwick
2- Mistress
3- Delude
4- Aseptic
5- Avril follower
6- Apex, pinnacle
7- Church dignitary
8- Makes a loan
9- Cornerstone abbr.
10- Monetary unit of
Panama

11- Garage sale sign
12majeste
13-Ruin
18-Queue after Q
19- In a gay manner
24- Pours off leaving
sediment
26- Makes journeys
27- Indian state
28- Animal life
29- Muscular tissue
30- Agrees tacitly
32- Unfettered
33- Melodies
34- Siouan speakers
37- Objectionable
40- Direction taken
45- Relieve
46- Unlawful
48- Annie with a gun
50- Central points
52- Fool
54- Optical device
55- Earth Daysubj.
56- Official records
58- Salinger girl
60- Taylor of "Mystic Pizza"

61- The doctor
62- Iowa State city
64- Radical '60s org.
65- Faucet
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
20 tO'

thetiger news, com
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Photos of the Week
Katelyn Wrobel

CLEMS6W
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counts

counting what matters

Give Back. Volunteer. Make a Difference.
Here are just a few of the service organizations you can join at Clemson:
Alternative Break Program
Active Citizenship Team
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Phi Omega
Colleges Against Cancer .

•
•
•
•
•

Rotaract
Sertoma
Unchained
FeelGood
Solid Green

Lose the Shoes
Students Helping Honduras
Habitat for Humanity
Dance Marathon
and many more!

Check out the Civic Engagement website for more information on local service
opportunities and to log your civic engagement activities in ClemsonCounts.

clemson.edu/campus-life/civic-engagement

CTrl CLEMSON
'W

HARVEY AND LUCINDA GANTT
CENTER FOR STUDENT LIFE

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
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Bowman

3. More creative
facial hair
People are always incredulous when I ask
them how the beach was. "Whoa, how did
you know?" they gape, eyes wide in a sun
burnt face. Apparently, deduction is only
cool when worn by Sherlock Holmes; all
others get moved onto the list of "People
to Avoid." So you learn to be quiet and
laugh in silence at the varying size
and degrees of raccoon eyes.

i

A

Savanah Mozingo
Assistant TimeOut Editor

2. Men in women's
shorts

Jeards are wonderful. Beards are splendid.
Beards are a man's best accessory. Unfortunately,
the summer heat makes them unbearable for
most. Those dedicated to their facial hair will not
them give up; they begin to beat the heat with
some truly wonderful displays of face follicle
art. It makes the campus seem flooded
with a new pool of very hairy (and
very attractive) testosterone.
Well played.

The South is famous for many things: sweet tea,
cornbread, hospitality and gentlemen wearing pants
way shorter than is good for them. It started one
Thursday outside Fernow on a particularly beaurymous day A friend and I were eating lunch when we
spotted the first one. Suddenly, we began to notice
we were surrounded by boys in shorts ending way
up on their thighs in an outrageous display of
preppiness. There were so many, in fact that
we made a game of it; Clemson's
own summer Olympics.

At

)uring the winter, watching people
requires more effort. Subjects are holed
up in the warmth of their apartments and
spectators have to actively search for scenes.
Now, the green grass on Bowman has made
it a popular watering hole once again. I
have my popcorn ready, and my binoculars are getting tuned as we speak.

4. Squirrel traps

Bk

Creative Inquiry groups and researchers
alike are scrambling to get their final results
in, and Trustee Park is littered with this evidence. It tickles me to watch squirrels outsmart
trap after trap ... and then finally get bested
after the sixth try. Think about it: this is
Nature's best attempt at a comedy film,
and since I can't afford cable, this is all
I've got. And this stuff can't be
Tivo-ed.
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